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Abstract 
Broadband Integrated Services Setworks (B-ISDN ) form the foundation for the 
modem communication networks due to tlieir ability to transport different types 
of tr&c classes such as voice. video and data. The .-\synchronous Transfer Mode 
(ATM) networks were chosen to be the transmission mechanism of B-ISDS. 
The configuratiou of Virtual Path (VP) connection services plays an important 
role in the design and operation of large-scale .;TM networks. VPs can be regarded 
as -elastic bancls" of reserved bandwidth on the network links. The major research 
challenge is to account for the fundamental trade-off between the overall network 
t hroughput and the processing load on the signaling system. The first heing afFected 
by the amount of reserved and hence not fully used capacity: mhile the increased 
signaling load is affected by the amount of connections to be processed. Therefore. 
it is essential to provide an algorithm for VP capacity allocation that achieves an 
optimal network operating point while çuaranteeing the QoS at the call level md 
satisfies a priori bounds on the processing load of the call processors. 
Recent ly. sys tem-wide. cent ered cont rol of large-scale networks was recognized 
to be prohibitive and inipracticd. .l hierarchical structure segments a large network 
into smaller. manageable entities and provides more flesibility to the changes in the 
network topolog- Techniques for representing and passing information between 
hierarchical levels are explored. An issue of accuracy of representation aises as the 
level of information abstraction increases due to the diminished quanti ty of details 
broadcast about the status of the network resources between the nodes. 
Furthemore. users competing for the network resources can be regarded as a 
collection of noncooperative players acting in a greedy manner. For this purpose. 
game theory provides the analytical tools to mode1 their behaviour. In general. a 
game with .t' players. sirnultaneously deciding on their game strategy. c m  possess a 
steady state strategy profile. or equilibrium point known as the Tash-equilibrium". 
-4 Xash-equilibrium is the operating point of the network from which a unilateral 
deviation does not help any player to improve his performance. Moreover. the 
Stackelberg game mode1 is used to provide more control to network managers by 
allotving them to arbitrate the game in a prioritized manner. This is achieved by 
the process of associating higher priorities to connections generating higher revenue. 
The game proceeds t hen between connections of the same priori ty level. beginning 
with the highest priority connections deciding on t heir strategy profile and ending 
with the lowest priority ones responding by competing on the remaining network 
resources. 
In summary. the objective of this worli is to search for the best possible alloca- 
tion of network resources arnong the competing users in such a na' as to increase 
the network's revenue while maintaining the Quality of Service reqiiirements of 
the users. Implementat ion wise. a coordination between local network managers is 
the frameivork mithin the network layers to achieve this objective. The subdivi- 
sion of the optimization problem m o n g  smaller local managers becomes therefore 
comput at ionally feasi ble. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Slodern computer networks are large-scale systems tkat carry a wide ~ r i e t y  of traf- 
fic classes. such as video. audio and computer data. each a i t  h i ts own characteristics 
and quality of service requirements. Supported applications range from simple file 
t ransfers to resource demanding miilt imedia services such as video-conferencing and 
network management schemes. 
The .4synchronous Transfer Mode (.Yï)rI) is the transmission and multiplex- 
ing technique used by Broadband Integrated Services Digital Settvorks (B-ISDX) 
for the transport of different services. Since B-ISDNs support various classes of 
multimedia tr&c wi th different bit rates and quality of service requirements. traf- 
fic control and resource management are crucial in order to guarantee the desired 
grade of service. C d  admission. input rate regulation. routing and buffer manage- 
ment constitute different rnechanisms to control t r a c  in a B-ISDX. Control can 
be applied at different levels. e.g. cell level and connection level. ATM networks 
are connection-oriented by design. since the communication is based on end-tmend 
call establishment. 
Virtual Paths (VP's) are used in ATM networks as a mechanism for traffic 
control. The \.*P c m  be viewed as a pre-established logical route through the 
network with dedicated bandwidth onto which individual connections. or Virtual 
Channels (VC's). are multiplexed. VP's considerably simplify the hardware in 
the transit nodes. provide simple VC admission control and reduce the call set-up 
delays. However. the use of VP's also increases the cal1 blocking rate and reduces 
the degree of capacity sharing in communication networks [l. 12. 471. 
In the VP allocation domain. the research challenge is to account for the inherent 
trade-off between the increase in total cal1 blocking due to YP capacity allocation 
and processing cost due to call set-up delays. The goal is to find the optimal balance 
in the network operation by minirnizing the signaling costs produced by call set-up 
on one hand. and by accounting for the decrease in links utilization. consequently 
the network throughput. due to bandwidth reserntion on the other hand. 
In the network design phase. the VP capacity allocation is an SP-hard opti- 
mization problem. -4 varietu of approaches that aim to find the near-optimal YP 
configuration in ATM nettvorks is found in t.he literature. Recently. this problem 
ivas viewed from a game perspective. where different connection requests are con- 
sidered as -selfishU users cornpet ing for the network resources. The self-optimizing 
behaviour of the users leads to a dyamic  behaviour of the network. Game the- 
ory provides the systematic frameivork to study and understand the behaviour of 
noncooperat ive users in communication networks. A game models situations where 
individuals wit h different . and at times conflict ing. interests interact . The operating 
points of a noncooperative network are the Xash equilibria of the underlying game. 
that is. the points where unilateral deviation does not help any user to improve his 
performance. In the case of garnes with relative priorities. where one or some users 
have precedence in selecting their game strategy. the operating point is then called 
a S t ackelberg equilibrium [ï]. 
In largescale networks. the information processing becomes unmanageable due 
to the network size. Conceptually organizing the network into several hieruchical 
levels has been shown to be beneficial for information handling purposes [K. 701. 
Decentralized control algorit hrns provide the overall network management. 
1.1 Overview of Current Approaches 
The YP allocation algorithms found in the literature. can be classified as: 
Synchronow or  Asynchronous 
Synchronous algorithms maintain a fixed VP distribution for a certain update 
interval. These algorithms are based on estimates of the ofFered load during 
the coming period. Asynchronous algorit hms update the VP capacities in 
real-time based on the observed dernand for call establishment. i.e.. at call 
arriva1 or depart ure times (561. 
Centralized or Decentralized 
Centralized algorithms axe run in one location. typically at the network man- 
ager's site and require the collection of up-to-date information from ail net- 
work nodes. Decentralized algorithms are run in e v e v  network switch and 
information is passed dong between neighbour switching nodes. 
Table 1.1 points out the characteristics of some of the classical algori thms based 
on the cost or objective function used. the set of constraints and the number of 
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services. The tmonomy of the algorithm whether it is synchronous or as-mchronous. 
centrdzed or decentralized is also shown. 
In some recent work. dynamic rout ing algorit hms that preserve the bandwidt h 
guarantees are studied [33] in a MPLS ( mult iprotocol label swit ched) networks. 
Path selection heuristics are developed based on the idea of deferred loading of 
certain critical links that are identified as links which. if heavily loaded. would 
make it impossible to satisfy future demands betiveen certain source-destinat ion 
pairs. Cnlike off-line routing algorithms that require a priori knowledge of al1 
tunnel requests that are to be routed. the algorithm presented in i33] is based on 
the idea that a newly routed tunnel must follom a route that does not 3nterfere 
too muchn rvith a route that may be critical to satisfy a future demand. 
Some other works used genetic algorithms to solve the VP partitioning prob- 
lem [62]. Fiirthermore. as an extension to the already allocated VPs in any given 
network. some ivork studied the effect iveness of fairly redist ribut ing the unused 
reserved capacity to enhance the overall network throughput by maximizing the 
clegree of sharing that was reduced by the VP partitioning itself. while maintaining 
the benefits of a virtual network [XI. 
In [Ml. a framework is introduced that deals with the load conditions in best- 
effort networks. like the Internet. to support connections with quality of service 
guarantees. The quality of service in this context is expressed in t e m s  of the 
percentage of time the bandwidth allocated to a connection mas drop belon- a 
certain level or the maximum allowable delay in placing the c d .  Extensions to the 
proposed mode1 consider the case of dynamic pricing which allows connections that 
pay more to get larger shares of the bandwidth. 
Resource management in virtual pri~aate networks (\.'PX) is of growing impor- 
tance. Several current research opt to find practical ways that dynamically estab- 
lish secured connectivi ty [lj]. D ynamic mult icast resource allocation is also widely 
used 111. 611 mhere the objective is to design a low cost multicast tree from the 
source that would provide the QoS levels requested by the receivers. 
Xtimerous work can be found in the literature that address the problem of 
provisioning the network resources in the best possible way based on a predefined 
set of constraints. such as the work found in [Y. 19. 691. 
Bandwidth allocation and QoS guarantees in satellite networks ancl wireless 
AT11 networks are designed with the same concepts with provisioning for the cly- 
namic nature of the nodes and the corresponding traffic patterns and queueing 
models [S. 51. 721. 
One comrnon featiire to al1 prrvioiis approaches is that the dynaniics of con- 
nections behaviour incorporatecl in the mode1 formulation used Poisson modeling. 
Recent work. on the other band. is based on the assumption that the incoming con- 
nections would act in a competitive manner over the network resources and thtis 
make use of game models. The discussion t hat follocvs gives a brief overvier about 
t hese recent works. 
In [53]. consideration is given to the problem of optimal flow control in a multi- 
class telecommunications environment where each user (or class ) desires to optimize 
its performance while being fair to the other users (classes). The Sash arbitration 
scheme from game theory is shown to be a suitable candidate for a fair. optimal 
operation point in the sense that it satisfies certain axioms of fairness. 
A communication network shared by severai selfish users is considered in [59]. 
Each user seeks to optimize his onn performance by controlling the routing of his 
given 00w demand. giving rise to a noncooperative game. The Nash equilibrium of 
such systems is investigated. For a two-node mult iple-link system. the uniqueness of 
the Xash equilibrium is proved under reasonable convexity conditions. It is shown 
t hat t his ?jas h equilibrium point possesses interes t ing monotonici ty propert ies. For 
an arbitrary network. the uniqueness of the Sash equilibrium is est ablished under 
 riou us assumptions (42. 591. 
In [52]. an application of cooperative game theory to the synthesis of fair call 
admission controls for multi-service loss networks is presented. The proposed mode1 
for evaluation of three different game schemes is based on the d u e  iteration dg* 
rithm from ~ & O V  decision theory. The arbitration schemes are compared with 
two tradi t ional call admission objectives. t raffic mavimizat ion and blocking equal- 
izat ion. T h  cornparison demonstrates that the arbitrat ion solutions provide some 
attractive faimess feat ures not possessed by tradi t ional objectives. especially in 
overload conditions. 
In [2] the problem of designing an international telecommunicat ion networli 
when multiple countries are involved is studied. Basically. a trade-off between two 
tp ica l  scenarios is assessed based on the fact that most countries will gain by 
having a truly international nctwork which allows routing via transit countries: 
this takes advantage of distributed peak trafic hours. and improves the network 
resource utilization. Whether countries may obtain geater  gains by either behaving 
preemptively or by waiting for the major countries to make their decisions. and then 
being followers in a Stackelberg game is discussed. 
Curent  research that models the interaction between competing users on net- 
work resources as a noncooperative game can be found in [29]. [39]. [10]' [41] 
and [42]. The resources subject to cornpetition are the link capacities in a Vir- 
tua1 Path allocation game. and t r a c  routing over the configured network. Issues 
such as network pricing are discussed in. for instance. [13] and [4]. 
The Yash arbitration scheme from cooperative game theory also provides a 
natural framework to address the allocation of available bandwidth in network 
links which is network. or -Paretoy optimal and satisfies prespecified notions of 
fairness. .A distributed approach for bandwidth allocation is proposed in [73] based 
on the Sash arbitration scheme. 
Some research addressed the network management in incornplete information 
circumstances. In [50]. a network management framework is proposed to balance 
the network performance under normal and adverse operational conditions. Both 
Bayesian techniques and zeresum game models are used in particular extreme 
cases mhera the network environment status is aggregated in (il singleton mutually 
exclusive partitions of the environment strategy space (Bayesian technique). and 
(ii) the other extreme where the two partitions are the set of all possible valiles rhat 
the environment state variavle can have and the ernpty set (miuimax or zero-sum 
game between the network and the environment ) . In [50] . the proposed framework 
allows the network to develop a set of measured responses to possible anomalies by 
minimizing the average mavimum network losses or risks due to iincertainty 
1.2 Document Layout 
The dociunent organization is illustrated in Figure 1.1. .An introduction to the 
VP capacity allocation problem was presented in the introductory discussion. A 
survey of some current related research in the VP dimensioning domain followed in 
Section 1.1. 
Chapter 2 expands the problem description by first describing the loss network 
1.2. DOCUMENT LAk'O UT 
Figure 1.1: Document Layout. 
model in Section 2.1. Second. based on that model. Section 2.2 provides the classical 
formulation of the VP capacity allocation problem with the objective of finding the 
best network operating point subject to a set of constraints. Section 2.3 discusses 
the finite and infinite noncooperative garnes. and the conditions under which 'u'ash 
and S t ackelberg equilibria exist . 
In Chapter 3. first the hierarchical structure of the network organization is 
presented in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 outlines the type of interaction between net- 
tvork management ent i ties distributed m o n g  the different hierarchical levels (Sec- 
t ion 3.2.1 ). Furt her detailed description of the actual mat hernatical mode1 and the 
problem formulation is also given (Section 3.2.3) that focuses on a local subnetwork 
and explains the task of the local network manager in optimizing the i -P allocation 
tvithin its administrative domain. 
The actual implementation is discussed in Chapter 4. Section 4.1 starts by 
esplaining the development steps of the ciment systern. Following is an outline of 
some prac tical programming issues in Section 4.2. Finallc some modifications t O 
the initial system are suggested in Section 1.1. 
In Chapter 5. the developed systern is tested and the experimental results are 
reported. .A comparison bet~veen the different mathematical models. as well as a 
comparison between the different optimization modes. i.e.. single or multi-level. are 
s t udied and analysis is performed using various perfomance measures. 
Finally. Chapter 6 contains a summary of the contributions of the present work. 
Some concluding remarks about the relevant extensions that can be augmented onto 
the current system together with an assessrnent of its strengths and weaknesses are 
discussed. 
Chapter 2 
Virtual Paths in ATM Networks 
Following the introduction presented in Chap ter 1. we describe the bandwidt h al- 
location for Virtual Paths problem from a classical point of view. Furthermore. ive 
provide the necessary game theury background that supports our problem formu- 
lation that wiil be discussed in the next chapter. 
In this chapter. we start by describing the Erlang formula and loss networks 
in Section 2.1. Consequently. we give the mathematical mode1 for a typical VP 
partitioning problem in Section 2.2. Finally. ive provide a brief background about 
game models in Section 2.3 
2.1 Loss Networks 
In 1917. the Danish mathematician -4. K. Erlang studied the problem of calls ar- 
riving at a link cornprising C circuits as  a Poisson process with rate A. With each 
cal1 holding a circuit for an independent exponentidy distributed time nith mean 
1/p and by defining the "trafbc intensity' p = X/p. Erlang published his farnous 
12 
formula. 
for the loss probability of a telephone systeni [IO]. .l cal1 is blocked and lost if 
al1 C circuits are occupied. and call holding times are independent of each other 
and of arrival times. in addition. they are identically distributed ni th mean 1 / p .  
Erlang obtained formula (2.1 ) from his development of the st atistical equilibrium 
concept [l O ] .  
We now identify Erlang's concept with the scationary measure of a Markov 
process. Indeed. we also now realize that the result holds under much weaker 
independence assu~np t ions. for example. the loss probabili t y remains the same if 
the successive call holding times associated with a given circuit are a dependent 
station- sequence. This fact was established by the modern theory of -insensi- 
tivityw [34. 63. 711. In the following overview of loss networks. Equation (2.3) tvas 
also shonm to be insensitive to the holding time distribution. 
The basic mode1 of a loss network can be outlined as folloivs [36]. Consider a 
network with J links. with link j comprising C, circuits. .A c d  on route r uses 4, 
circuits from link j. where *A,, E Z+. Let 72 be the set of possible routes. Calls 
requesting route r arrive as a Poisson stream of rate A,. and Poisson streams are 
independent. A call requesting route r is blocked and lost if on any link j that is 
part of route r. j = 1.2 .  . . . . 5. there are fewer than -4, circuits free. Otherwise. 
the c d  is connected and holds Ajr circuits on al l  links on route r for the holding 
period of the c d  which is independent of earlier arrivd times and holding periods. 
Holding periods of calls on route r are identically distributed mith unit mean. i.e. 
1/p = 1. and p = A. 
Let n,(t) be the number of c d s  in progress at time t on route r, and define 
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the vectors n(t)  = (n , ( t ) .  r E R) and C = (Ci.  C2..  .. C I ) .  Then the stochastic 
process ( n ( t ) .  t 2 0)  has a unique stationary distribution n(k)  = P{n(t)  = k} that 
is given by [63] 
where the state space S(C)  = {n E 2iR' : An 5 C } .  and G(C) is the normalizing 
constant or partition function 
Most quantities of interest can be writ ten in terms of the distribution (2.2). Let 
L, be the stationary probability that a call reqtiesting route r is lost. Since the 
arriva1 st reani of calls request ing route r is Poisson. then by using P.4ST.A (Poisson 
.-\rrival Sees Time Average) [32. 711. an arriving call i d 1  br iost if it cornes to a 
full system. i.e. the links j E r cannot accommodate its request. L, denotes the 
blocking probability on route r .  
1 - L = n(n)  = G(c) - 'G(C - Ae,) (2.4) 
n€S(C-Ae,) 
where e, is a 172)-dimensional vector with al1 entrics equal to zero except the rth 
entry is equal to unity. 
The t ask of compu t ing the partition func t ion ( 2.3 ) for an arbi t rary topology 
was shown to be XP-hard (49. 631. In fact. the main objective of significant recent 
work in the network management domain was to find approaches which would avoid 
the impractical computation of the partition function. One of the alternatives is 
to use the -reduced load" approxîmation. also knoini as the -Erlang fked point- 
approximation. 
The Erlang fked point approximation [36. 631 consists of the following. For a 
loss network with fixed routing. let El. E2. . . . . EJ be a solution to the equations 
where 
The function & is Erlang's formttla (2.1 ). and call holding cimes are independent 
and identically distributcd with mean cqual to one unit. The set of equations (2.5) 
has a unique solution t hat is termed the Erlang f i e d  point [36]. An approximation 
for the loss probability on route r is given by 
The idea underlying the approximation is that of a thirined Poisson stre~mi [32. 711 
bv a factor (1 - I,) at each link i E r - { j }  before being offered to link j. By 
assuming that these thinnings are independent both from link to link and over d l  
routes passing through link j. then the traffic offered at link j would be Poisson 
at rate (2.6). the blocking probability at link j would be given by (2.5) and the 
loss probability on route r tvould satisfy (2.7) exactly. When the accuracy of this 
approximation was ques t ioned. i t was found t hat . under certain limi t ing conditions. 
the error generated from the approximation tends to zero [36]. Expression (2.7) is 
used frequently in practice [6.  35. 381. 
2.2 Virtual Path Partitioning in ATM Networks 
Communication in ATM networks is based on fked size packets (53 bytes) called 
celk. A call is composed of a sequence of cells created by a node in the network. 
the Jource node. and received by a destination node. This renders ..\TM networks 
connection-oriented by design. When a cal1 is admitted into the network. a wirtuaf 
circuit or uirtual channel (VC) is established dong the path chosen to route the 
connection between the given source-ciest ination ( SD) node pair. 
In ATM networks, the cell loss requirement is considered the most stringent 
and usually dominates O t her performance requirements [J;] . Consequent ly. the vir- 
tuai path (VP) concept was introduced. and was shown to be a powerful transport 
mechanism for ATTH networks [l. 3. 12. 22. 23. 471. By allotving \.'Cs to be bundled 
together as a single larger unit. the results are (à) smaller total processing recpire- 
ments. (ii) faster processing per circuit and (iii) significant improvement in use of 
network resources. More than 90% of processing time can be saved when VCs are 
routed on VPs rat her t han processed indiviclually 1121. The down-side. hotever. is 
an increase in loss rates since the overall resource sharing degree is reduced due to 
the pre-reserved capacity in VP's. 
.A VP is a logical connection for a node pair by means of a label in the header 
of an ATM ce11 named Virtual Path Identifier (VPI) .  Each \.'P is considered as 
a logicai link for a certain service. VP subnetworks for different services can be 
built within an ATM network. The concept of virtual paths enhances the network 
flexibility and reliability because i t decouples the logical network structure irom 
the physical topology of the ATM network. 
An uncontrolled overload of the signaling system can render inoperable most 
of the backbone switches that receive the highest signaling load and reduce the 
throughput of the transport network dramaticdy. In general. an ATM network 
supporting a Switchecl Virtual Circuit (SVC) connect ion service can overcome this 
problem in two ways: by blocliing a portion of the incoming cal1 setup requests 
at the source node. thereby preventing congestion at the downstream nodes. or by 
setting up VPs between the Source-Destination pairs t hat contribute the bulk of the 
signaling load of the intermediate swi tches. If the first approach is followed. a call 
might be blocked even if t here is bandwidt h available in the network. Therefore. the 
second approach is superior. but at  the expense of a reduced network throughput 
due to end- to-end bandwidt h reservatiou. 
At the call level. the qualitg of service (QoS) is guaranteed by bounding the 
blocking probability of the VC service for every Source-Destination (SD) pair in 
the network and the average connection setup time. The latter is achieved by 
rnodeling the signaling system as a network of queues and bounding the call arriva1 
rates at the signaling processors. A detailed study of buffer sizing in the design 
phase of .-\TM slvitches under ciifferent t r a c  classes is given in [37]. 
The network manager establishes I'Ps within irs administrative domain. This 
VP network is transparent to the users. It serves the purpose of carrying user 
calls t hrough the public network at reduced call processing costs (Section 22.1 ). A 
separate routing rnechanism determines how calls are to be routed through the \OP 
network (Section 3.2.2). Each VP is assigned a number of physical links and an 
effective capacity. in terms of the maximum number of virtual circuits (VC) dowed. 
to assure QoS requirements. -4lternatively. the effective capacity can be thought of 
as the total current bandwidth for the VP. Several VPs may be multiplexed on the 
same physical link. Therefore. the use of VPs has the following advantages: 
Reduction of call set-up delays. At cal1 set-up. the routing tables of the 
transit nodes need not be updated. The routing procedure is also avoided at 
the transit nodes. 
Simpler hardware. Due to the elimination of call set-up functions. the p r e  
cessing load decreases. This leads to low cost node construction. 
Logic service separation on network service access. 
0 Simpler virt ud circuit admission control. 
The disadvantage is that the network throughput decreases ( the total call blocking 
rate increases) because the degee of capacity sharing decreases. 
The major challenge is to understand the trade-off betwen the call set-up delay 
and the call blocking rate. In a VP dirnensioning problem the goal is to find that 
operating point in the network that optimally creates the balance between call 
set-up overload on the switches on one hand and the total call blocking rate. and 
consequently the total throughput on the other hand. 
2.2.1 Probiem Formulation of a VP Partitioning Problem 
The VP distribution problem was proven to be an YP-hard [l. 3. 121 optimization 
prohlem that can be stated as follows. Given the network topology. the effective 
capacit ies of net work links. the capacities of the signaling processors. and the mat ris 
of offered load. calculate the routes and capacities of Virtual Paths in the network 
such t hat the following requirements are sat isfied: 
1. The sum of VP capacities on each link does not exceed its effective capacity. 
2. The signaling load on each signaling processor is below a predefined upper 
bound. 
3. The cal1 blocking rate of each SD pair is below a predefined upper bound 
(also referred to as  the SD blocking c0nstra.int ). 
4. The network revenue is m~uimized under the above constraints. 
.-\ small c d  arrival rate with high capacity demands puts pressure on the transport 
network. whereas for greater call a r r i d  rates with srnall capacity demands. the 
pressure is shifted to the signaling system. 
The Poisson model is adequate for modeling the dl-level behaviour in broad- 
baud networks (36.63.711. Therefore. it is midely used to model the call arrival pro- 
cess in current tciephone networks. Prac t ically. when sampling over a given period 
of the day characterized by intense traffic. the interanimi times between successive 
calls are independent from each other and from the holding times of calls. They are 
usudly modeled by a collection of independent identicaily distributed random vari- 
ables foliowing an exponent ial distribution. The arrival process t herefore belongs 
to a Poisson distribution [XI. 
The VP diniensioning probiem forniulation presented in the ctirreut sectio~i s 
based on the formiilation foitnd in (31. Let i ls  begin by defining the  following design 
G(K L):  topology of the physical mttvork. 
IC': set of SD pairs. and P: set of W". 
0 Rut: set of routes for each SD pair cc. Each route consists of an arbitra- 
combination of C'Ps and links between the source and destination nodes. 
S, = IRwl is the nurnber of routes joining the SD pair tr. 
I ï :  set of tr&c classes in a multiservice network. 
Each link 1 E L has capacity Ci given by the Schedvlable Region (SR). The 
SR is a surface in a I< dimensional space that describes the dowable combi- 
nations of c d s  from each traffic class that can be accepted on the link and 
be guaranteed QoS. 
a Let the state of the link n = (nl. n2.. . . . n K )  E SRi where nk denotes the 
number of class I I  c d s  in progress on link 1. and the effective capacity of a 
class k call denoted by 2. then the SR of link 1 is given by (631 
0 .An analogous definition is given for the Contract Region (CR)  of VPs. with 
CL. p E P being the the networking capacity assigned to each VP on link 1. 
The CR is a subregion of the SR reserved for exclusive use by a VP that 
can carry calls of different tr&c classes. A sufficient condition to satisfy the 
capacity constraints for every link is: 
Xi,: average Poisson cal1 arrival rate for service class k and route r. 
pi.: inverse of the average holding time for service class k and route W. 
0 the trafic intensity pk = 8. 
p . :  processing capacity of the node signaling processor for switch I: E \ *  
in requests per unit time: and A. total arrival rate of c d  setup requests at 
stvitching node c .  The signaling constraint at each switch makes sure that 
A. < p ,  to parantee normal operation of every signahg processor. it thus 
rejects surplus of c d  requests violating t his constraint . 
The routing policy for each set R, with .Ir, > 1 specifies the schedule for find- 
ing anilable routes. Different routing policies are described in Section 2.2.2. 
O 3; is the blocking constraint for SD pair u. and traffic class k. It ensures the 
required QoS at the cal1 level. 
%s t lie blocking probability. that is the percentage of cal1 at tempts of class k Pu? 
for the SD pair u? that are denied service due to the unatailability of resources. 
0 The throughput a,:, of SD pair cr? and trafic class A- is given by 
The netivork revenue is given by 
where ni. is the revenue generated by accepting one cal1 of class k on SD pair 
The VP allocation problem can therefore be stated as follorvs: 
Masimizc Rev 
subject to: 
O the capacity constraint: C: 5 Ci 
PO 
0 the blocking constraint: JI:. 5 3: 
O the signaling constraint: A. < p, 
2.2.2 Routing Policies 
Initial VP capacity allocation algorithms assume that one or more VPs are estab- 
lished between every SD pair. which has two major flaws [3]: 
1. it is not scalable: a network with hundreds of nodes wilI need a wry large 
number of VPs and consequently the VP distribution task will be overwhelm- 
ing: besides. the number of VPs in ATM links is always limited by the size of 
the Virtual Path Identifier (VPI) header field (10 bits). and 
2. there is a substantial cost associated with loss of throughput due to the rigid 
capaci ty resermtion for each L'P. 
Therefore. a VP capacity allocation algori t hm should not dist ribute al1 network 
capacity between VPs. but rather only a portion of it. This cm be achieved by 
using a hybrid routing scheme. where calls first attempt to be established over a 
route using a direct VP. and if unsuccessful. over routes using one or more inter- 
mediate nodes and VPs or physical links in-between. Such a scheme can maintain 
a natural balance between the processing costs and the cost due to the reserwtiou 
of resources. 
For each set R, with .\, > 1. the routing policy is the methodolog? that 
specifies horv to select an available alternative route when there is no room to 
admit an incoming cal1 on the direct VP joining the SD pair m. Severai remarks 
should be highlighted: 
the VPs that (il connect the same SD pair and (ii) involve the same number 
of physical links are jointly considered as a macro logical link. 
0 On the mival of a VC ( c d ) .  a path. rvhich may contain multiple macro 
logical links. is selected from the given set of cadidate paths R, by following 
a certain routing policy. 
If each macro logical link on the route has s d c i e n t  spare capacity to accom- 
modate this new C'C, this new VC is admitted and routed over the selected 
path: otherwise. the VC is rejected. 
.A thorough review of current routing policies can be found in [63]. The following 
rout ing policies are examples of exis t ing rout ing schemes: 
Sequential Routing: t his scheme sequentiaily examines the set of alternat ive 
routes when the direct route is full. The incoming call is admitted to the first 
permissible alternative route that can acco~nmodate its bandwidth require- 
ment on al1 of its links. If t here is no permissible route. the call is blocked. 
O Random Routing: an alternative route is chosen at random from the set of 
alternative routes. if the selected route is full. the call is blocked. 
a Dynamic Alternative Routing: this scheme associates a twdink alternative 
route with each pair of sivitches. If at call arrival. the direct route is full 
and the alternative route is permissible. then the call is estabiished in the 
associated alternative route: otherwise the cal1 is blocked and a new associated 
alternative route is chosen for use by subseqiient calls. 
O Least Loaded Routing: this scheme keeps track of the idle capacity for each of 
the alternative routes. Upon call a r r i d .  if the direct route is full. the alter- 
native route wit h the most idle capacity is selected from the set of permissible 
routes. 
2.3 Noncooperative Game Models 
.At the center of maqv disciplines. there exists a conflict situation. These disci- 
plines include economics, applied mathematics. engineering. sociology and polit ics. 
Game theory provides a set of analytical tools designed to help us understand the 
phenomena that takes place when there is a collision of interests that arises among 
different decision makers. 
In al1 game theoretic models. the basic entity is a player or a decision-maker. 
-4 player may he interpreted as an individual or as a group of individuals making 
a decision. Such a decision should favour the pl-r's resulting outcome. i.e.. m a -  
imize a certain gain or minirnize a loss. This phenornenon is best expressed by a 
cost function for each player. Formdy. each player m i e s  his own decision vanable 
to optimize his cost function. Yaturdly. the cost function of nny player depends 
on both his and other players' decision variables [T l .  
The game itself is a description of strategic interaction that includes the con- 
straints on the actions that the players con take and the  players' intercsts. but d o ~ s  
not specify the actions that the players do take. For each player's action. t here is 
a corresponding outcome. A solution is a systematic description of the outcornes 
that may emerge in a farnily of games. 
Generally. garnes may be categorized in different ways. One way to ciassify 
them is as follows [60]: 
Noncooperative or Cooperative Gamej 
Once the set of players is defined. we may distinguish betiveen two types of 
models: those in which the set of possible actions of individual players are 
primitives. and those in which the sets of possible joint actions of groups of 
players are primitives. The first type is referred to as "noncooperative* while 
the second type as *cooperative' games. 
Strategzc or Eztensive Games 
A strategic game is a mode1 of a situation in which each player chooses his 
plan of action once and for al1 without being informed of the plan of action 
chosen by any other player. and al1 players' clecisions are made simultaneously. 
By contrast. in an extensive game model. each player can consider bis plan 
of action not only at the beginning of the game but also whenever he has 
to make a decision. Thus an extensive model specifies the possible orders of 
events. 
Games with Perfect or Imperfect Information 
The third distinction is based on the amount of information amilable to each 
participant in the game. While in some situations. the players may be to- 
tally informed about each others' moves. in other scenarios. the' may be just 
partially informed. 
The focus will be put on noncooperative garnes versus the cooperative ones 
since. as will be explained. they constitute a more suitable modeling tool for the 
kind of interaction that takes place among users in a communication network. The 
objective of the following discussion is to highlight the nature of noncooperative 
games. where a discussion about the different types of equilibria and conditions of 
their existence is presented. ' 
One distinction that should be outlined before ive proceed with our discussion 
about noncooperative games is the one that exists between two-player zero-mm 
and nonzero-mm games. Consider a game between two players. Pi and P2. Let 
u' and J i  denote. respectively. the decision miable and cost function of the ith 
player; i = 1.2. In a zero-sum game, CI=, J ' ( u l .  u 2 )  = O. This is the case when the 
amount of gain added to one player is the same as the loss incurred upon the other. 
'ft should be noted that this is not a comprehensive description of al1 games classifications. 
For a broder explanation on the topic, the reader should refer to the given references. 
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Therefore. the cost functions of both players has the same form but with opposite 
signs. Thus one player aims to minimize his loss (rninimizer) while the other tries 
to increase his gain (mauimizer). So. an equilibriom in two-players zero-sum games 
is called a saddle-point equilibrium. 
hnother \ariation of a zero-sum. is a -constant-sum" game which can be tram- 
formed to a zero-sum game through a simple translation without affecting the 
essential features of the game. 
Howewr. in a nonzero-sum game. the quantity x:, J'(  u ' .  u'. . . . . u S )  is not 
constant: and the definition is estended to two or more players. tvhere S &notes 
the number of players. The types of equilibria that may esist in these ganies 
are presentecl in the subsequent discussion. -4s a convention. al1 players are cost- 
minimize~ [Tl. 
Finally. a finite game is a decision problem in tvhich the strategy space of any 
player is finite. In other words. each player has a finite set of alternatives to 
choose frorn t hat would ultimately lead to his best possible outcome in the game 
(Section 2.3.1). On the other hand. in ui infinite game at least one of the players 
has at his disposal an infinite number of alternatives to choose from (Section 3.3.2). 
2.3.1 Finite Noncooperat ive Games 
Nash Equilibrium in Finite Games 
In the subsequent definitions for .V-players noncooperative games. the following 
notation is used: 
N {l.. . . . .V) players' set: i E N 
Pi playeri 
J i  cost function of P, 
1' strategv(decisionrule)ofP, 
r' strategy space of Pi 
Definition 2.1 An N-tuple of strategies {y ". 7". . . . . y9') urith 7" E T i .  i E N .  
W said to constitilte a noncooperatiw Nash equilibrium solution for on S-player 
n o n z e ~ o - ~ u m  f i t e  game. if the following inequalities are satWfied for ail y' E T' . 
l e  N: 
A 
J I '  = J ~ ( ; P . ~ ? ' .  . . . .yvm) 5 J I ( $ .  î l œ . .  . . . -/ .y- 1 
The N-tupie of pantities { J". J". . . . . .J."') U h o w n  a3 a Sash equilibrium out- 
corne of the game. 
Existence of a Nash Equilibrium 
Not every strategic game possesses a Xash equilibrium. However. if a game does 
possess one. then the game will have a steady state solution. Further. the existence 
of equilibria for a famiiy of garnes allows us to study properties of these equilib- 
ria ivithout finding them explicitly. The conditions under which the set of Xash 
equilibria is nonempty has been investigated extensively in (7. 601. 
i -  1 Let us noiv denote by the (LV - 1)-tupie {TI. 7'. . . . . y  .)'+'. .. . . of 
strategies. That is the set of strategies of all players except Pi. 
Definition 2.2 In a S-player Jaiite game. .we cal2 the set-valued jünction R1 the 
optimal response function of player i. It is defined w follo~ws: 
To show that a game has a Yash equilibriurn. it suflices to show that there is a 
profile 7' = {y1'. ?2=.  . . . . î -vm} of strategies such that [7) 
Equation (2.10) States that the intersection of the N R' sets Vi E N constitutes 
the set of Xash equilibrium points. This notion is graphically iliustrated in the case 
of infini te noncooperat ive games in Section 2.3.2. 
Fixed point theorems [6S] provide conditions on R under which there exists a 
value of 7' for which 7' E R(7') .  i.e. the intersection of the R's is a nonempty set. 
Theorem 2.1 Let ï be a compact convez mbset of Rn and let R : r i ï be n 
set-valued function for which [31. 681 
for each y E ï. the junction R(7) is nonempty. convez and a~szgns a closed 
and convez subset of î. 
the function R( y ) ia upper-semicontinuous for al1 7 E r . 
then there ezi9ts ut le& one 7' E r such that y* E RO*). 
Stackelberg Equilibrium in Finite Games 
The Xash equilibrium solution concept presented above provides a reasonable 
noncooperative equilibrium solution for nonzeresurn games when the roles of the 
players are symmetric and there is no single pl-r dominating the decision process. 
Howewr. there are yet other types of noncooperative decision problems wherein one 
of the players (or more) has the abili ty to enforce his strategy on the ot her players. 
and for such decision problems one has to introduce a hierarchical equilibrium 
solution concept. The player ivho holds the powerful position in such a decision 
problem is c d e d  the leader and the other players who react rationally to the leader's 
decision (strategy ) are called the follo.wers. In games nit h multi-levels of hierarchy 
in decision making. the equilibrium solution is called a *Stackefberg- equilibrium. 
Definition 2.3 In  a two-player finite garne with Pl acting as the leader and Pz as 
the follo.wer. the optimal rrsponse of P2 for any ntrategy -1' of the leader Cs R2(?' ) 
qiven by Definition 2.2. E I ' l  i called a Stackelberg eqtiilibrium strategy for 
the leader. if 
The  quantitg J L œ  b the Stackelberg cost of the leader. and any element -," E 
R2(1 ''1 U a n  optimal strategy for the follower that U in equilibrium urith :, l m .  The  
pair {-j? 1 2 m )  i* a Stackelberg solution for the game. 
Further. if R2(71) i.* a singleton for each a,' E r'. then there eMsb  a rnapping 
T 2  : i" -t r2 such that 12 E R'(-fl) implies = T2?'.  Th6 cconesponds to the 
case in uihich the optimal response of the follo,wer (g2ven by T?) k unique for every 
strategy of the leader. thus leading to a more simplified version for the cost 
Here J1' W no longer only a secnred equilibriwn cos! level for the leader. but it W 
the cost level that actvally attazned. 
In an attempt to minimize his cost. the leader Pl accounts for the worst case 
scenario in response to a given strategy 7 ' .  by assessing his maximum cost for 
each strategy a/' E R2(n11) and selecting the strategy gL' that results in the least 
maximum possibie. This is what the -min mâu" tenn in Definition 2.3 means. 
For a given two-player finite game. let JL' again denote the Stachlberg cost of 
the leader ( Pl ). and J b  denote any Sash equilibrium cost for the same player. J1' 
is not necessarily lotver than J L  .v when the optimal response of the follower is not 
unique. Hoivever. if R2 ( 7  ' ) is singleton for each 1 ' E TL. then 
In other words. the leader never does worse in a 5tackelberg game" than in a 
-Nash gameo' (71. 
Extension of the above discussion to S-player games could be clone in a niimber 
of ways. For example. for .V = 3. there are three different modes of pl-: 
There are two levels of hierarchy in decision making: one leader and tivo 
followers. The followers react to the leader's announced strategy by play- 
ing according to a specific equilibrium concept among themselves. Sash for 
instance. 
Ttvo leaders and one follower. There are still two levels of hierarchy in decision 
making. Sow the leaders play according to a specific equilibrium concept 
among themselves. by taking into account possible optimal responses of the 
follower . 
There are three levels of hierarchy. First Pl announces his strategy. then P2 
determines his strategy by also taking into account possible responses of P3 
and enforces this strategy on him. and finally P3 optimizes his cost function 
in view of the announced strategies of Pl and P2. 
T hese diiferent patterns of -relative leadership' can concep tually be generalized to 
.V-player games with X > 3. 
2.3.2 Infinite Nonzero-sum Games 
The following discussion is the ncontinuous'g counterpart of the one prcsented in 
Section 23.1. The notion of a reaction set within the context of finite games is 
now replaced by a curve. or a family of ciirves in infinite games. Depcnding on the 
structure of the action sets and the cost functions of the players. the properties of 
these cuves. such as continuity and ditfercntiability. are tletermined. The previous 
notation still holds. except the r/T notation has changed to: 
ain to the continu 
u' strategy (decision rule) of P, 
L" strategy space of P, 
to reflect the change from the discrete dom 
strateg'. space for each player. 
ous domain of the 
Definition 2.4 In an N-piayer tionzero-sum game. let the minimum of J1 ( u ' . . . . . il.') 
A 
with respect to u 1  E Lol be attained for each u-' E I-- i. where (1 - 1 = {u'.  . . . . ir" } 
A 
and ID-' = L-' x . - .  x Le-'. Then. the se t  R1(u-1)  c IF' defied by  
,is called the optimal response or  rational reaction set of Pl. If R1 ( U- 1 ) is a ~ingleton 
for every u-1 E L -  1. then it W called the reaction curve o r  reaction function of Pl . 
and is denoted by I l  ( u- 1 ) . Similar definitions aie given for each player. 
Figure 2.1: Iso-cost curves and the corresponding reaction curves for a tweplayer 
infini t e game. 
Figure 2.1 illustrates the role of reaction curws in the derivat ion of Xash equi- 
libria. For each player PI. i = 1.2. . Wo-cost curves are drarvn corresponding to his 
cost function. The strategy spaces are uni-dimensional. i.e.. 17' = Lo2 = R. For a 
fixed value of u l . say ii l = TI. tries to minimize his cos t dong the line ii ' = M I .  If 
the optimal solution to t his problem is unique. t his solution is graphically the point 
where the line u 1  = ü1 is tangent to iso-cost cunre J2 = constant. The collection of 
these points for different values of u 1  forms the reaction curve f 2  of Pz. The reaction 
curve of Pi is constructed in a similar way. 
By definition. the Yash solution must lie on both reaction curves. Therefore. if 
these curves have only one intersection point. as in Figure 2.1. the Yash solution 
exists and is unique. There can be more t han one intersection point t hus creating a 
set of Xash equilibria. In cases where the reaction curves are parallel straight lines. 
the set of 'u'ash equilibria is empty. By contrast. when the reaction curves partly 
coincide there exists a continuum of Xash solutions. 
Nash Equilibria in Infinite Games 
In light of the previous discussion. the existence of Nash equilibria in .V-player 
infinite games can be established by proving the existence of well-defined reaction 
functions wit h a common point of intersection. 
Theorem 2.2 For each i E N. let L:' k a closed. bomded and convez subset of a 
finite-dimensional E,uclidean space. and the cost function .la : L-' x x 1'-' -t R 
be jointly continuozw in al1 its arguments and stn'ctly convez in u' for every uJ E 
Lw'. j E N .  j + i .  Then. the associated S-player  nonzero-sum game admib a Nash 
egui1ibri.um. 
The strict convexity guarantees a unique mapping 1, : L'-, -t Lw' for each player 
Pt.  such that u' = I l (  u-, ) (recall Definition 2.4) uniqciely minimizes Ja( u'. u - ,  ) for 
any given ( .V - 1 )-tuple u - ,  . i E N. In addition. the reaction curves 1,. i E N are 
continuous in their arguments due to the compactness of the strategy spaces. Csing 
vector notatiou. r hese relations can be mi t  ten in a compact form as u = L( cl j. where 
A 
u = ((il ... . . i r Y )  E I V  = L-l x x FV . and L = (ll . .  .. . l x ) .  From the fixed point 
theorem (Theorem 2.1) there esists a 11' E L- such that (1' E L ( u œ ) .  that is. ii* is 
a fixed point of L. The individual components of u' constitute a 'iash equilibrium 
solution. 
Stackelberg Equilibria in Infinite Garnes 
The discussion about S t ackelberg equilibria is analogous t O its counterpart in 
finite games. except that the strategy spaces of the players are taken over finite- 
dimensionai spaces in infinite games. with a continuum of alternatives for a player 
to choose from. Definition 2.5 gives the definition of the Stackelberg equilibrium in 
iufinite game and it is similax to Definition 2.3 for the finite games case. Further. 
each rnapping function T' is now substituted by playergs i reaction c w e  l i .  
Definition 2.5 In n two-playeî game. v i th  Pl  as the leader. a strategy ul' E L W L  
ij called a S tackelberg equilibrium strategy for the leader if 
A J '=  = sup ~ ' ( u l ' .  u 2 )  < sup ~ ' ( u l .  u')
u ~ E R ~ ( u ~ ' )  u2€ R2(u' ) 
for al1 t r l  E P .  Further. if R 2 ( u 1 )  U singleton for each u 1  E L w ' .  which rnearu that 
it b described completely by a reaction c-unie l2 : IV' + I" .  then the above definition 
becomes 
J L 9  2 J 1 ( d m .  12(d*)) 5 J 1 ( ~ ~ 1 . 1 2 ( ~ 1 ) )  
It should be noted that the Stackelberg equilibrium solution exists under a set 
of sufficiency condit ions which are much weaker t han t hose required for existence of 
Sash equilibria stated in Theorem 2.2. For the sake of a simpler representation. we 
illustrate the S tackelberg eq~ulibrium for a tw-player game depicted in Figure 2.2. 
Uïth  Pl as the leader. the Stackelberg solution will be situated on I I .  at the point 
7 
fl I 
u-4 , ,, 1 J = constant 
Figure 2.2: Yash and Stackelberg equilibria 
where it is tangent to the appropriate iso-cost curve of J 1  (point S I ) .  The coor- 
dinates of Si (respectively. S 2 )  correspond to the Stackelberg solution of the game 
when Pl (respectively. Pz)  is the leader. 
The point of intersection of the reaction curves II and h (point 'i) denotes the 
unique Yash equilibrium solution of this game. It should be noted that the Xash 
costs of bot h players are higher ( worse) than their corresponding equilibrium costs 
in their Stackelberg garne. This is only true due to the fact that their optimal 
response sets ( R 1 ( u 2 )  and R'(ul)) are singleton. Therefore. in nonzero-sum games 
rvith unique follower responses. the leader never prefers to play the 9 a s h  game- 
instead of the 5tackelberg game-. whereas the folloiver could prefer to play the 




Recent ly. i t has been recognized t hat sys tem-aide. single ( centered ) administration 
is an impractical paradigm for the control of giant broadband networks. Uoreover. 
the practical dificulties of coordinating among managers in large-scale nettvorlis 
often require that each manager would effectively attempt to optirnize its own 
performance. .kcording to t his formulation. the network is a common resource 
shared and competed over by -seifishn users. This is a typical scenario of a non- 
cooperative game. 
Chapter 2 presented a review of different approaches to solve the VP dimen- 
sioning problem tvhere the dpamics of the system were modeled based on different 
assumptions predicting the connections behaviour. using a classical way to tackle 
the VP problern in Section 2.2. Whereas the brief game t h e o ~  background. given 
in Section 2.3. is useftd in understanding the foundational work of some of the 
recent studies that use game theory to model the user cornpetitive interaction 
within the network. including the current work. We believe that the game model 
captures better the dynamic behaviour of users than the former approaches because 
it is based on the plausible assumption that users act in a greedy manner trying to 
minimize their own cost functions. This assumption is validated and proved as will 
be displayed by the simulation results in Chapter 5. This is the approach adopted 
in the current work. 
In the present chapter. Ive describe a hierarchical technique for Virtual Paths 
dimensioning in large-scale networks. The network is organized in a hierarchical 
structure described in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2. the global network manage- 
ment and the overall traffic cont roi are explained by describing the communication 
bet ween the different management modules or controllers distributecl zcross the net- 
work. Furthermore. the optimization of the VP configuration problem that takes 
place locally in each subnetwork is defined. 
3.1 Hierarchical Network Structure 
When the population of users is large. propagating information for each link through- 
out the network quickly becomes unmanageable as the size of the network increases. 
One possible approach for complexity reduction. embodied in the ATM Forum 
PYXI standard [KI. is to introduce a hierarchical process that progressively -ag- 
gregates" state information as networks get more and more remote. 
In general, the accuracy of the information decreases as a function of the amount 
of aggregation that has been performed. For instance. in the context of the PNNI 
'The terms "userg and -connection" are used interchangeably. 
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hierarchical model. the metrics and topology information on higher level nodes and 
links is typicdy very approximate. This is due to the fact that such -nodes" and 
*linksw actually represent an iucreasingly larger number of underlying nodes. Links 
and even networks. 
Severtheless. the emerging standards for ATM networks favour such an ap- 
proach [ ; O ] .  We cm briefly cite some of the advantages of a hierarchical approach: 
it reduces the amount of exchanged information. 
a it makes addressing feasible in a large-scale network. as demonstrated by the 
network addressing of virtual paths due to the VPI field limitations ( 10 bits). 
it permits the use of different routing schemes at different levels of the hier- 
arc. 
a it provides more flesibility in terms of increasing or down-sizing the network. 
i.e. it is scdable. 
Figue 3.1 illustrates the idea of conceptuaily grouping nodes at a lower Ievel 
into a single node in the following higher level in the hierarchy. 
Groups of switches are organized into peer g r o ~ ~ p s  (clouds). and peer group 
leaders are chosen to coordinate the representation of each group's state. These 
collections of stvit ches then form peer goups at the next level of the hierarchy and 
so on. The logical view of the network from a given peer group's perspective con- 
sists of complete information for al1 links within the peer group but only agg~egate 
information for links between peer groups and in other peer groups [24. 571. 
In a hierarchical structure. the network or set of networks. across which con- 





Figure 3.1: Hierarchical organization in a large-scale network. 
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of layer (1  ) switches (Figure 3.1 ). and L is the set of links interconnecting them. 
G( I : L ) represents the actial (physical) network. Layer ( 1 ) swit ches are clustered 
to form layer (2)  nodes. which are clustered into layer (3) nodes. and so on. up 
to the Iast IPh layer. Nodes in layer (k) .  that are grouped together into the same 
layer ( k  + 1) node. are said to belong to the same peer group (171. They are also 
the children of the Iayer ( k  + 1)  node. ivhich is. likeaise. called their parent node. 
The structure c m  be described as follows. 
Consider the network with switching nodes interconnected by L links. de- 
note the first layer by G(K L) in Figure 3.1. We base our mode1 on the 
assumption that the network is aiready segmented. i.e. the partitioning of 
layer (1) nodes into peer groups or clouds is already given. This partitioning 
can follow geographical or national divisions. For instance. in Figure 3.1. the 
layer ( 1 ) clouds represent different cities. wit hin different provinces ( l-er ( 2)  ) . 
that in their turn are part of a given country (layer ( 3 ) ) .  
The link states in a peer group are aggregated to form the state of the corre- 
sponding logical node at the higher hierarchicai level. Typically. only a subset 
of the nodes in a cloud are border nodes ( shaded nodes in Figure 3.1 ) through 
shich transit paths may enter or leave the cloud. -4 link state aggregation 
method is required to produce an aggregated topology with 1." < L' border 
nodes. and L' << L logical links. such that enough information may be derived 
for efficient admission and routing of connections. Section 3.2.2 outlines one 
such approach for information aggregation throughout the network layers. 
Links interconnecting clouds (for enample. the set of links joining the cloud 
pair A and C) are aggregated into a single link joining node pair ( a )  and 
(c) in their parent logical node (D). The pattern of information flott* between 
adjacent layers is esplainecl in Section 3.2.1. 
3.2 VP Partitioning and Routing Process 
The network topology and the tr&c demands that need to be routed constitute 
the input to the main module. the VP Partitioning/Routing Processor. The global 
netmork management paradigm is explained in Section 3.2.1. Whereas. the math- 
emat ical mode1 det ails and the problem formulation for the individual network are 
described in Section 3.2.3. The explanation of the actual implementation of this 
module is deferred to Section 4.3.2. 
3.2.1 Global Network Management 
Given a large-scale network organized in a hierarchical structure as described in 
the previous section. the issue to address now is. from a functional point of view. 
how do network managers coordinate the task of optirnizing the VP configuration 
for the whole network? 
For the actual VP configuration problem for a set of traffic demands using the 
global network resources. we introduce the following dist ribu t ed algorit hm: 
Each node. in the second hierarchical level and up. simply represents a local 
network controller (or manager) responsible for the VP architecture of i ts 
children. 
At each hierarchical level. al1 local network managers operate in parallel. 
However. each layer (k)  network manager sequentially follows the operation 
of his layer ( k  + 1) parent. 
Given the trafic demands through the global network. each bandwidth re- 
quest i is defined by the tuple {s,. d,. ci. ki } where s, and d, denote the source 
and destination nodes respect i~rely. while ci denotes t hc amount of bandividth 
required: and hally. ki indicates the clemand level. 
the leuel of a demand is specified as folloivs. The layer (1) node s, submits 
a bandividth reservation request for a destination di to the corresponding 
layer (1) network manager. The latter verifies whether d, is within its admin- 
istrative clornain. In other words if both s, and d, are within the same peer 
group. then the clemand i will be served by the layer ( 1 ) network manager. If. 
on the other hand. (1, is not within the same peer group as s,. then the request 
is passed to the parent node manager and the same verification is repeated 
at the next lcvel. and so on, until it falls in one of the III levels. 
Starting at the single layer ( 1;) notle. the Ï P  configuration for al1 layer ( I<) 
demands is found according to the procedure that will be described in Sec- 
t ion 3.2.3. .4s an illustration. let us consider the example shown in Figure 3.2. 
Suppose that a level-i< demand ( i ) is described by { f.  j. 5. K }  . Suppose also 
that the VP allocation procedure run by the 1-r (iï) manager resultecl in 
the routing shown in Figure 3.2.(b): that is 2 units are reserved on path (f- 
j ) .  2 units on path (f-i-j). and the remaining unit is to be routed through 
node ( B ). According to t his scenario. the layer ( I< - 1 ) manager in node (B) 
inherits a {g . i. 1. K )  demand. From the individual connec tion perspective. 
its demand is split among different routes who belong to digerent hierarchical 
levels. where in each level. the VP configuration for the transferred connec- 
t ion demand is optimized with respect to the other connections compet ing at 
that particular level. Section 3.2.3 gives the details of the VP configuration 
Figure 3.2: VP docation and routing for a level-l< demand. 
problem within a given subnetwork or peer group. 
Along ivith the demand definition. the layer (Ii) manager passes also the 
blocking probabilities on links (f-j) and (i-j) to node (B)'s controller. This 
type of information is needed by the latter so that the overall blocking that 
demand ( i )  experiences can be calculated finally by the layer (1) manager 
when al1 the ~hysical inks on its path would be identified. Figure 3.3 illus- 





aggregated topology blocking probabilities 
physical n w o r k  
Figure 3 3: Information exchanged between network layers. 
.AU network managers at the ( I< - 1 ) layer start t heir operation sirnultane- 
ously once the layer ( Ii) network manager has hished its own VP allocation 
task. The VP configuration process continues in the same manner until it is 
performed by d layer ( 1 ) managers. 
Due to the availability of resources. parallel or distributed computation is not 
feasible. Instead. a sequential operation takes place in which all managers in a given 
layer op t imize their YP parti tioning sequent ially. Saturally. t his scheme is more 
tirne-consuming than its parade1 counterpart. Severtheless. the overall run- time for 
the network does not prohibit it from being carried-out in a more dynamic set-up. 
However. the original objective was to constmct an off-line or static partitioning 
of the Lïrtual Paths. The following chapter displays some mn-time values a i th  an 
est imate of their pardel  cornputation run- time values. 
The technique out lined above is a form of a multi-level opt imizat ion scenario. 
-4 comprehensive survey about other problems that made use of the multi-level 
optimiaation approach can be found in [55]. 
3.2.2 Topology Encoding in Subnetworks 
-4 link state captures appropriate information pertaining to a link such that it 
can be used for efficient path selection and allocatiou of network resoiirces for 
est ablishing connections between end-users of the communication network. The 
link state information must be exchanged and niaintained up-tedate among al1 
nodes in the network for path selection purposes. 
-4 link is characterized by a vector of link states such as bandwidth and delay. 
There may be one aggregated topology for each Li& state. The aggregated topolu 
gies need not be the same since only the link state information derived from them 
matters. A link state may be additive or non-additive. 
An additive li& state is one tvhose value associated with rach link dong a 
path is added up to determine if the path is acceptable for establishing a 
connection. The delay is an additive link state. 
A non-additive link state is one whose value associated with a link indepen- 
dently determines if the link is acceptable to be part of a path for establishing 
a connection. The bandwidth is an example of a non-additive link state. The 
bandwidth of a given path is determined by the minimal bandwidth of the 
links dong that path. 
Link state aggregation is needetl in large networks for two reasons: 
1. the amount of link state information must be rediiced to avoid excessive corn- 
plexity in link bandwidth updates. 
2. the interna1 topology of a network niay have to be hidden for securjty reasons. 
There exist different alternat ives in the literature for link state aggregation 1461: 
0 The SymmetBc-Point approach wkere the entire peer groiip is collapsed into 
one point. The all-in-one node parameter (usually the -worst case" parame- 
ter) is advertised. This approach greatly reduces the amount of information. 
but unfortunately. it does not capture any multiple connectivity in the original 
peer group. 
The FiIll-Mesh approach uses a logical direct link between each pair of bor- 
der nodes to construct the aggregated topoiogy. The collective link state 
information is adequate for efficient routing and network resource ailocation. 
Infortunately the increase in the arnount of information to be advertised is 
proportional to the square of the number of border nodes. of O(\'') cornplex- 
ity. Despite the fact that the full-mesh approach offers greater flexibility. it 
may as 114 resdt in a considerable redundancy when the topology of the orig- 
inal peer group is relatively symmetrical from the perspective of the border 
nodes. 
The Star approach is a compromise between the two extremes described 
above. It is considered an extension of the symmetrical-point approach where 
the -center9 of the peer group is represented by a -pseudo-node" that is con- 
nected to the border nodes by logical links whose link states are advertised. 
The complexity of this approach is O(\.*') that is. of a linear order in the num- 
ber of border nodes. Like the symmetric-point approach. the star approach 
does not adequately capture any multiple connectivity in the peer group. 
In the present spstem. the full-mesh of link states is constructed based on the 
amount of banclwidth that each link can accommodate. Links delays were not 
considered on the basis that they add a constant term in the definition of the quali ty 
of service ( QoS) of connections [21]. To overcome the problem of the advertised 
information size in this type of representation. and for the sake of simplification. 
Ive advertise only the average value of the constructed logical links states. 
In Figure 3.4. the logicai link connecting an' pair of border nodes is a represen- 
t at ion of the maximum-8o1v t hat can t ake place between the given nodes in a given 
direction. The minimum of the two \dues of rn~ximum-flow for each direction is 
selected to represent the bandwidth that the logical link can accommodate. 
3.2.3 Capacity Allocation in Local Subnetworks 
In the previous section. we described the organization of a hierarchical network and 
the types of interactions taking place between the different layers of the network. 
In the current section. we focus on the core problem of capacity allocation during 
the VP configuration phase. and explain the factors that shape the optimization 
problem at the center of each subnetwork. In other words. our problem can be 
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Figure 3.4: Topologp encoding by Fd-mesh construction. 
stated as follotvs: given the topology and the traffic demands in a local peer group. 
what is the VP layout that would optimize its performance measures'? 
Based on the background provided in Chapter 2. we model the t r a c  dernands 
competing for the resources in the local subnetwork as a set of -greedy" players. 
each with its ovm goal to optimize a certain individual objective in a noncoopera- 
tive game context . However. before we proceed to the explanation of the current 
model. some observations are in order as to highlight the ciifferences between the 
mode1 at hand and the conventional way in nhich the ganie theory is used in the 
telecommunicat ion networks. 
Conventional Game Models for VP Partitioning 
In the literature. the general approach to tackle the VP partitioning problem 
coiild have various forms. A typical form is to assume t hat al1 connections in a 
given network act as cornpetitive players in a noncooperative game. then proceed 
to prove the existence andior uniqueness of the Sash equilibrium (eqiiilibria) of the 
underlying game. such as the work found in [39. 10.12. 451. 
Another way to deal nith the VP partitioning problem is to introdtice an extra 
player to the set of noncooperative players or users and assign a high priority to 
that particular player. namely the network manager or provider. In this scenario. 
the nettvork manager becornes the leader in the resulting Stackelberg game in which 
the competing users become the followers tvho set their strategies once the leader 
bas chosen and fixed his own [11. 43. 441. 
More precisely. in this Stackelberg game context. the ieader would select his 
strategy by shaping the individual payoff or cost funetions by which the users are 
taved in such a way that would achieve the best possible o v e r d  outcome from the 
network's point of view. In their turn. the users respond to the leader's strategy by 
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t rying t O minimize t heir cost based on the assigned payoff func t ions by s haping t heir 
t r a c  characteristics such as the grade of service or the amount of bandwidth they 
request . cltimately when the self-optimizing users reach t heir final decisions. i.e. 
the Xash equilibrium point. the result would coincide with the original objective of 
the leader. ivho could drive the equilibrium point to the desired network operation 
point. 
The formulation of such problems would generally follow a notation of the form: 
The set of S + 1 users with the network nianager being -*user On. 
a r: total followers demand: R = r + ro: total h m d .  
.Y0 ( P ): Sash equilibrium of the users induced by strategy P of the manager. 
( j, '. f?'. . . . . ILœ): link f l o ~  configuration that minimizes the overall cost : 
.\ maximuliy eficient strategy for the manager or the leader is a strategy fO 
such that. if f = .Yo(P). then for every link 1: 
i.e. a strategy that enforces the network optimum. 
It is essential to note that the work developed in the referenced research was 
rnainly investigating the modeling characteristics for a single pair of nodes joined 
by L parallel links. It is. therefore, mandatory to point out that. unlike the present 
work. a closed-form solution to the optimal network operat ing point was obt ainable. 
In the present work. since largescale networks are used to veri- the validity of 
the current model. the problem is intractable in nature due to the combinatorial 
size of the different sourcedestination pairs. Therefore. simulation of the current 
technique is the main vehicle by which this work is analyzed. 
Formulation of the Present Mode1 for VP Partitionhg 
Let us consider a local subnetwork G(V, L ). mhere E* is a finite set of nodes and 
L c E' x 1- is a set of directed links. such that each link 1 E L has a bandwidth Bi.  
Without loss of generality. we assume that at rnost one link esists between each 
pair of nodes. in each direction. For each link 1 E L. let S(1) denote the node at 
the starting point of 1 and D(1) denote the node at the ending point. 
Furthermore. let Ik = {M. . .. .Yk}. k E (1.2.. . . . K }  denote the set of 
layer (k) demands competing for the banchidth within the subnetwork G. In a 
Figure 3.5: Example of tr&c demands in a layer (1) subnetwork. with I< = 3. 
local layer ( k )  s i~bne t~ork .  the network manager deals wit h 1;. k + 1. . . . . K demand 
types. Recall that a level-k connection means that it is administered by a layer ( k) 
network manager. Figure 3.5 depicts a plausible pattern of tr&c demands found 
in a layer (1) subnetwork. 
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Let us first d e h e  the follorving miables: 
ci1 is the amount of capacity reserved by player i on link 1. 
h- l C' is the total capaci ty reserved by all connections on link 1. C' = CklEI=kCiEIkI Ci . 
y is the total capacity reserved by the i th connection on al1 simple paths (routes) 
1 joining the node pair (si. di). c; = &(l)=,i c, . 
In Figure 3.5. the set of demands constitute the set of players in a noncooperative 
St ackelberg game: 
The strategy space of player i is the capacity vector C, = {c! . c? .  . . . .cf} .  
The set of players & are the leaders of the game. followed by the set Z2 
players. and finally bu the followers in the Il set. The reason for t his ordering 
cornes from the fact t hat the higher the index of the d l .  the more revenue it 
produces. Therefore. the network manager. at any level. trying to mavirnize 
the network's revenue. assigns different priorit ies to the calls according t O 
t heir indes. 
-4 Yash ganie occurs between the first set of players. The resulting Sash 
Equilibrium Point (XEP) is denoted by C3. The links capacities are updated 
accordingly. 
The equilibrium point strategy c3 becornes the leader's strategy for the fol- 
lowers in the subsequent & set. -4 second XEP point is reached and is denoted 
by c2. Xote that C* E R(C3) (recall Definition 2.5). Once again. the links 
capacities are updated. 
Finally. the ?iEP of the & players is CL E R(c*. c3). 
Figure 3.6 outlines the algorithm of VP dimensioning executed by each local net- 
work manager. In the previous discussion. we assumed that there exists at least 
Figure 3.6: Functional description of a local network manager. 
one YEP at each level. In the sequel. we present the ididity of this assumption. 
Each player i in the set & = (1.2. . . . . .Vk) tries to reserve capacity ci' between 
source node di and destination node di on link 1 subject to the folloiving: 
where B' is the capacity of link 1. 
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'" # : ~ l : s ( I ) = u c i l  = cl:D(II=u ci1. i.e.. the reserved capacity outgo- 
ing from a tandem node must be equal to that ingoing to that node. since an 
escess in capacity in any direction is of no benefit. 
From the restrictions above. the capacity reservation problem is a network flow 
problern [23]. with the mavimum flow being the solution to the problem of the total 
capacity that player i can reserve in G. 
In the game. each player tries to optimize its objective function. In our case. 
the objective function for player i is described by: 
where the F,' function accounts for the availability of resoiirces on link 1 perceived 
by the ith connection. whereas the function G, accounts for the effect that the 
amount of reserved capacity has on the performance of that particular connection. 
The defini t ion of t hese ttvo functions is as follotvs: 
and 
where 
£(pi. ci ) is the piece-nise continuous (interpolated) Erlang loss formula 
descri bed by Equation( 2.1 ) . 
ri, 5 1 is an upper bound on connection i's c d  blocking probability 
as determined by its QoS requirements. 
In the above formulation. rve can see that the F function has the following proper- 
ties [41. 453: 
1. F,'(c~'. Cl) monotonically increases in each of its two arguments. 
2. F,'(c~'. CL) is continuoiisly differentiable with respect to cli. 
4. â~,~(c,'.C')/Bc;~ is nondecreasing s i t h  respect to Ci.  
5 .  l iqi ,+Bt F,'(c,'. C I )  = x which prevents any connection from eshausting the 
link resources on its own. 
.A connection can be rotited on an! path (or conibination of paths) betwen the 
source and destination on mhich the amount of reser~ed and irniised capacity can 
accommodatc its demand size. This means that the loss process depends only on 
the total amount of capacity reservecl by chat connection on dl paths. and not on 
the precise distribution of that capacity among the paths. Consequently. the cost 
function G, takes as its argument the total capacity c,. Due to the nodal consena- 
tion of capacit ies. the total capacity c, is eqiial to the sum of capacities reserved on 
links outgoing from the source node s1 (equivalently. the sum of capacities reserved 
on links ingoing the destination node d i ) .  Thus. the G1 function has the folloiving 
propert ies [54]: 
1. Gi (ci ) is continuously differentiable. 
2. Gi (ci j is strictly decreasing. 
3. G i ( c i )  is convex. 
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This last property indicates that each connection needs some positive amount of 
capacity. By inspection. we can see that the F function guards against the violation 
of the link capacity constraint. while the G function is responsible for the blocking 
constraint discussed in Chapter 2. 
From the above definitions. tve can see that the cost function of each connection 
depends on the strategies of al1 the other connections and ive are dealing nith a 
noncooperative game situation. Recall that the set of players is coniposed of the 
connections belonging to the same hierarchical kth b e l .  Hence. rve are seeking a 
Sash Equilibrium solution in each level. starting by the highest level and working 
t hrough t ill the lomes t . 
At eacb layer ( k )  of the game. Ive find that: 
By i t s definit ion. the game st rategy space C is a conves. closecl and boiinded 
set. 
Furthermore. the cost function of each connection i Jik(ck ) iis whenever 
finite. continuous in c,' and conves in c,' for every fked value of Cf [Xi]. 
Therefore. based on Theorem 2.2. the game possesses at least one Xash Equilibrium 
point [il. 
It is worthy to note that in the above formulation. a player can be also thought 
of as a user (a major client. or a service provider. renting a portion of the network 
bandridth). Once the 'U'EP solution is reached. the user's equilibrium strategy c, 
can be shaed by various types of calls belonging to different trafic classes (e.g.. 
voice. video. etc.. .). The partitioning of c, among the different traffic classes is 
done by computing the Contract Region (Equation 2.9). 

Chapter 4 
System Implementat ion 
The foundation of the prescnt system Leing laid dotm in Chapter 3. from the en- 
tire perspective of the hierarchical network management approach CO the problem 
formulation det ails of the VP partit ioning and routing in the individual subnet- 
works. one can notv proceed to discuss the practical issues involved with the actual 
implementation of the current system. 
First. Section 4.1 begins by giving a detailed outline for the implementation 
steps of the hierarchical VP partitioning approach described in the previous chap  
ter. In Section 4.2. an overvien of the data structures used in building the nettvork 
and tr&c component s is presented. Furt hemore. an explaiiiation of the interface 
between the current program and the optimization problem solver is provided. Sec- 
tion 4.3 outlines the formal description of the core routine e-xplained in Section 4.2. 
Final13 some of the ~ariation that are applied to the present mode1 in order to test 
the performance under different working conditions are explained in Section 4.4. 
4.1 Implementation of Hierarchical VP Alloca- 
tion 
In order to carry out the bandwidth allocation for Virtual Paths along ivith the 
desired analysis of some performance measures. we needed first to generate random 
topologies of large nettvorks. The average number of nodes we are looking at is 350 
nodes among which more than 70% are eztemal nodes. that is. tr&c-generating 
nodes. versus less than 30% are interna1 nodes or switches. The backbone network 
would contain. on the average. 50 links connecting the switches on top of which 
the rvhole network ivoiild contain 500 links carrying traffic to and from the external 
nodes. The following sections outline the s teps of topology and traffic generation. 
Generator Generator 
VP Partit ioner/Router 
Figiue 4.1: Relat ional Outline of the Simulator Modules 
Figure 4.1 gives an illustrative overview of the main modules constituting the 
work at hand. The input to the Random Topology Generator is a set of parame- 
ters stated in Section 4.1.1. The output is a list of nodes and edges clustered in 
hypernodes and hyperedges as described in Section 4 . 1 2 .  
The output file. "GRAPH.DAT" is fed into the Trafic Gerierator module whose 
task is to randomly generate a set of end-teend connection demands with a randorn 
bandwidt h request size. The parameters involved and the generation steps are giveu 
in Section 4.1.3. 
The resulting file of the set of connections TRAFFIC.DAT" together with 
the file -GRAPH.DATW become the input to the core module. the VP Parti- 
tioner/Router. which solves the LWP partit ioning problem in the manner explained 
in Section 3.2. The resulting output is the set of connections with their rotited de- 
mands. that is th& VP allocation paths. Finally. the analysis of some performance 
measures is carriecl-out as ni11 be shotvn in Chapter 5. 
4.1.1 Physical Construction 
The topoiogy generator module comprises trvo main components: (il the physical 
nettvork construction. and (ii) the clustering result ing in the concept ual hierarchical 
structure of the global network. Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 explain the two above 
components. respect ively 
In the sequel. we outline the steps that w r e  designed to randomly generate a 
large network topology. The set of constants and input parameters used by the 
module are specified below. 
Constants: 
GRID: size of the two-dimension 
nodes are located. 
.al squa se plane on which the phpsical networl 
DELTA: minimum distance between any pair of nodes. 
Input parameters: 
Initial number of switches -Vamiginai. 
Ratio of number of externd nodes to number of switches R. 
Cpper and lower capacity range values for backbone links. 
0 Cpper and loiver capacity range values for links connecting external nodes to 
switches. 
Proportion of extra links to be added .V,,,t,,. 
The topology generation steps are as follows: 
1. Generute Initial Layout. For the initial number of switches Ssniq,nac. ssign 
random coordinates in a twedimensional plane. of GRIDxGRID in size. A 
switch should have at least DELTA units of distance apart from al1 other 
switches. 
2. CZwter Suritches. Clustering of the initial set of switches to form the set of 
layer (2)  nodes as described in Section 4.12. 
3. Create Ezternal Nodes. For each hypernode in 1-r ( 2 ) .  generate .V, external 
nodes: rvhere .Y,, = R x  .\', and .V, is the number of switches in that h-ypernode. 
If .Va originally equals zero. generate 2 switch nodes and .V, becomes S. = 
2R. This is a design decision of insisting that at least two switches must 
exist in each h-ypernode so that transient trafic may have more than a single 
entrance/exit point. 
4. Connect Nodes. First. the set of switches are connected by a spanning tree 
to ensure the existence of at least one pat h between any pair of switches (91. 
This is performed instead of randomly connect ing the m i t  ches t hen test ing 
for their connectivity. i.e.. that they form a connected graph. Second. the 
external nodes within each hypernode are randomly connec ted to the swi tches 
inside that hypernode. The last step is to ensure that no external nodes are 
left-out disconnected frorn the set of switches. 
5. Cluster Edges. Within each hypernode. cluster edges as described in Sec- 
tion 4 - 1 2  
6 .  Iricrewe Contiectivity. Finally. add some rancloni extra eclges inside each 
hypernode to increase connectivity by a ratio of S,,,,, to the total number 
of nodes in t ke hypernode under considerat ion. 
- 
I .  Repeat Clustering into higher levels in the sarne manner after incrementing 
the layer index by one. 
4.1.2 Clustering and Hyper-Network Construction 
Before descri bing the clus tering technique implemented in the current systeni. the 
reader should note that. in the present work. there was no effort designated to 
achieve the best physical network parti timing t hat would y ield the most favourable 
outcome in t e m s  of network throughput. On the contra?. the clustering can be 
considered to be a given input to the current system. However. a simple clustering 
method was adopted here for the purpose of integrating a more comprehensive 
system. The clustering component can be subst ituted by a more involved clustering 
technique as an extension to t his work. For instance. sophisticated circuit clustering 
techniques can be found in [4] and [5 ]  that can be suitably adapted to account for 
the communication network characteristics. 
Depending on the scope of study. clusters can be regarded as large corporate 
networks or rnetropolitan networks. This in turn. will identify the nature of the 
upper clusters and so on. The number of layers is a design parameter. Three-layer 
networks are used in the preseut work to demonstrate the performance of various 
techniques. 
The clustering procedure used in this work is simply based on the physical 
vicinity of nodes and edges. In essence. nodes and edges that are located within a 
giwn grid square are clustered into a hypernode in the following hierarchical layer. 
Whereas. edges connecting nodes pertaining to different parent nodes. are grouped 
in the following i terat ion of çlusteririg. Grap hical exaniples for t Le hyper-riet work 
layoiit are provicled in Chapter 5. 
For a giwn hypernode defined by a set of coordinates boundaries. clustering 
progresses in the following steps: 
Ciuster Nodea. Group all nodes within the hypernode domain. The set of 
nodes have the same parent node and they form the underlying nettvork of 
the hypernode. 
C h t e r  Edges. Al1 edges that have both ends incident on nodes belonging to 
the same parent are added to the parent hypernode list of edges. Otherwise. 
t heir parent node will be determined by subsequent clus tering operations. 
Encode Topology. AU border nodes. defined by being connected to nodes not 
belonging to the same hypernode. are enumerated. A logical link connecting 
each pair of border nodes is constructed according to the approach described 
in Section 3.2.2. 
4.1.3 Random 'Ii.afBc Generation 
The process of tr&c generation is simple in its structure and has the following 
input parameters: 
Percentage of total fan of external nodes to be used in t r a c  generation. 
a Percentage of number of connections to be generated in each layer. 
The random t r d c  generation proceeds as follotvs: 
For each extemal node. calculate the total input/output fan. expressed by the 
surn of capacities of the links incident on that particular esternal node. The 
total amount of traffic generated to and from that node should not exceed a 
preset percentage of the total fan of the node. That percentage is a tunable 
input parameter. The default is 70%. This value is used for the experiments 
described in Chpater 5. 
For each hypernode. compile the set of extemal nodes. Keeping track of the 
actual bandwidth requests emanating from and ending at each external node. 
randomly select a pair of external nodes whose fan limits are not exceeded 
and assign a connection request of a random bandwidth size that does not 
exceed the minimum fan limit of the two nodes under consideration. 
0 The number of requests to be generated in each level is also determined by 
another input parameter. Typical values of t hese parameters are displayed in 
Chapter 5. 
.As a final check. veri- that al1 demands with the same source and destination 
nodes are grouped into a single demand wit h the collective bandwidt h requests 
of the initial set of demands. 
4.2 Data Exchange 
The current work has been developed using the C++ programming language. A 
brief description of the data structures used is presented in Section 4.2.1 whereas 
the details of these data structures c m  be found in -4ppendix A. Section 4.2.2 deals 
with the interfacing details with the optimization solver Tomlab v.3.0 1271. Tomlab 
is a collection of optimization routines that nin in a ivlatlab environment ' . 
4.2.1 Data Structures 
The data structures used are impiemented as classes with the object-orientecl ca- 
pabilit ies provided by the C++ programming language. 
The telecommunication network is represented using t hree classes: (il the -Node " 
class. ( i i )  the *%dgeW class and (iii) the -Graph" class. Furthemore. a connection 
request is described by the "Cotmection" class. The source code (.h file) of these 
classes is given in Appendis .A. .4 summary of their principal elements follows. 
The Node Class 
The Node class represents a simple node or a graph that is a hypernode in the 
netrork. For a simple node. the list of children is empty whereas for the highest 
hypernode in the hierarchy. the parent node is nuil. 
Sode attributes that are general to ail nodes whether they are simple nodes 
or hypernodes: 
- ?iode identification number (a  unique identifier ). 
'hlatlab version 5.3 or bigher. 
- Xode hierarchical level. 
- Twdimensional coordinates of the node. 
- Border flag indicates if the node is a border node. 
- Socle type: interna1 ( switch). extemai or hypernode. 
- 'Yode capacity: maximum flow that can pass through the node. 
- Xocle statu:  current fiow passing through the node. 
- Parent: parent node id. if any. 
- List of adjacent edges. 
Graph or hypernodes extra attributes: 
- List of children nodes. 
- List of children edges. 
- List of children border nodes. 
- List of their interconnecting logical links. 
The Edge Class 
As is the case with the Node class. the Edge class can represent a simple edge 
or a hyperedge. 
Edge general attributes: 
- Edge identification number (a unique identifier ) . 
- Edge hierarchical level. 
- Source node from which the edge is forging out. 
- Destination node onto which the edge is terminating. 
- Edge type: physical. logical or hyperlink. 
- Edge capacity: maximum flow that the underlying physical link(s) c m  
carry. 
- Eclge status: current floiv passing through the edge. 
- Parent: parent node id. if any. 
Hyper Edge at tributes: 
- List of children edges. 
The Connection Class 
Each connect ion reqiiest has the following at t ributes: 
Connec t ion identification number ( a unique identifier ) . 
Original Source: node request ing connect ion ( l m 1  ( 1 ) node). 
Original Destination: destination node (level ( 1 ) node). 
Connection level. 
Source: current node acting as an intermediate source. either a hypernode or 
a level (1) switch. 
Destination: current node acting as  an intermediate destination. either a 
hypemode or a level ( 1 ) switch. 
Amount of bandwidth requested. 
Connection average mival rate. Connections arriva1 rate form a Poisson 
process wi t h independent ident ically dist ributed exponent ial holding t imes 
with an average equal to a unit of time as is explained in Section 2.1. 
Average rate at which penalty is calculated or revenue is generated. depending 
on the mat hemat ical mode1 used. 
Quality of Service: an upper boitnd on the blocking prohability of the con- 
nec tion. 
a Parent: id of the parent connection tkat sparvned the current connection. 
The value of this field is nul1 for an original connection. 
Children: list of generated connections to be routed at subsequent levels of 
the op timization process. 
0 Routes: set of paths on which this connectiou is routed. 
4.2.2 Interface with the Optimizer 
For a given network configuration with a given set of demands. the optiniization 
process in which demands are routed in their resulting VPs progresses in the manner 
depicted in Figure 4.2. Each loop consists of three main procedures: 
1. Prepare Trafic Data. In this phase. the set of al1 trafic requests. the orig- 
inal ones dong with the newly generated ones from previous iterations. are 
scanned and only the requests that fdl aithin the current scope of the opti- 
mization are selected. The criteria by which a demand is selected is simply 
stated as follows: if both the source and destination nodes of the demand un- 
der consideration have the same (grand)parent node, and that parent node is 
; Prepare Traffic Set ' 
Figure 4.3: Operation of the \'P partitioning and routing processor. 
the hypernocie for which the optimization problem is to bt. solved at this stage. 
then this demancl is included in the Iist of current clemancls to be routeci. 
For instance. suppose node 115 is a hypernode in the network's second level 
of the kierarchical structure. Suppose also t hat the preïious op t imization 
iteration of its parent node. e.g. node 119. resulted in the generation of n 
demands. rn of which are inherited by node 115 since their corresponding 
source and destination nodes have node lls as t heir parent node. Therefore. 
al1 demands satisfying this criteria. including the rn new demands are selected 
in the set of traffic demands that is to be routed by the next optimization 
iteration solving the VP partitioning and routing problem for node 115. 
2. Invoke Optinizer. Based on the mat hemat ical mode1 described in Section 3.2.3. 
generate the -.mn file to be supplied to the Tomlab solver routine. glcSoIve 
described in Section 4.4.1. Each rn-file is named according to the foilowing 
convention: net-Node IdJterationlevel. m. where Node Id is the Yode identifi- 
cation number and IterutionLevel is the current level at which the optimizer 
is running. For example. if the hypernode under consideration is node 115 
and the set of trafic to be routed is the set of level (1) connections. then 
the input file name becomes net-115-O.mz. .4 sample m-file can be found in 
hppendix B. 
Once the Tomlab routine has completed its run. it generates an output file 
wit h the same naxning convent ion: net-NodeIdlte~ationLeuef. tzt. So for the 
same example mentioned above. a text file called net-l lZU.tzt  is generated. 
That file contains the paths on which each connection is routed dong with 
the amount of bandwidth allocated to that path. 
3. Update Stotw. The third and final stage in each iteration is responsible for 
updating both the netmork and the traffic status. This is the most challenging 
procedure to derelop due to the fact that it has to be both: (il as generic 
as possible to deal with any number of hierarchical layers. (ii) as well as 
being able to get recursively deeper into each hypernode details to explore 
the possibilities of the underlying physicd paths for a given connection. A 
formal description of this core function is given in Section 4.3. It progresses 
in the main following steps: 
Cpdate status of each node and each link to reflect the new amount of 
flow passing through it. This is done in a straightforward manner by 
adding the resulting amount of bandwidth for a given connection ci to 
the current status of al1 the physical links forming the path on which it 
is routed. Consequently. the status of the hyperedges and hypernodes 
are updated. 
?In the actual implementation. the levels are indexed beginning with zero. 
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a For each connection. for each route specified by hyperedges. translate 
the routing details by determining which children edges are used with 
how mmiich bandwidth. 
For instance. suppose that hyperedge E I 2  has 3 children (hyper)edges 
E l .  E2 and E3. and the amount of bandwidth to be routed through El* 
is equal to 5 imits of bandwidth. Furthermore. suppose that each (hy- 
per)edge of the 3 children has a total available capacitp tkat is greater 
than 5. Accorcting to the current implementation. a fairness in distribu- 
tion is adopted in which each edge will get 33% portion of the 5 units. 
that is 2. 2 and 1 unit for the 3 edges respectively. thus following a 
uniform dis tribut ion. 
-4nother alternative is to distribute the bandtricith in a greedy manner. 
that is to assign the 5 iinits of bandwidth to the child edge liaving the 
minimum avnilable capaci ty that can accomniodate it. However. w r  
chose the first alternative believing that. with a fair distribution. the 
network will tend to have less saturated or cougested links. The second 
alternative cons t it utes a possible estension to the work presented here. 
For a route consisting of hyperedges. for any intemediate hypernode. 
recursively pnss-dorvn a connect ion reques t wit h the proper bandwidt h 
requirecl t hrough the relevant source-dest inat ion pair. By keeping t rack 
of the underlying border nodes. specify the set of input nodes and out put 
nodes depending on the t r a c  flow direction. Specify also the set of 
common nodes. that is. the intersection of both the input and output 
nodes sets. Figure 4.3 illustrates one such possible scenaxio: 
- For the hypernode shown in Figure 1.3. there are 3 border nodes. 
- According to the illustrated traffic pattern. the border nodes are cat- 
Pars-Doun Demand 
Figure -1.3: T r a c  flow in an intermediate node. 
egorized into 3 sets: 1. 0. and C being Input. Output and Common 
set. respect ively. 
- For each node in the Comrnon set. do the following: (i) calculate 
the total fan-in ( 3  for node 1) and total a\ailable fan-out ([2]) in this 
case. (ii) if (fan-in 5 fan-out ) then pass ail fan-in through common 
node 1: othemise. issue a pass-down request of routing the (fan-in - 
fan-out ) units of bandwidth from the common node 1 to the output 
node 3. 
The previous example gives a flavour of the global operation of the 
-Intemediate-Node' algorithm outlined formally in the following sec- 
tion. 
4.3 Processing of Routed Connections 
In t his section. a pseudo-code like descript ion of the - Updat e-Statu; explained in 
the previous section is presented. As a reminder of the set-up in which t his function 
operat es. the reader s hould observe t hat t his func t ion processes the out put result s 
result ing from the op t imization solver ( Figure 4.2). 
Update-Status 
For each connection i in solved set of connections do: 
For each route r E R do: % R: set of routes of i 
For each link 1 = l toL do: 5t L: set of links for route r 
if( 1 is first ) 
then 
previous-link = S L X L  
else 
previous-link = link(1- 1 j 
EndIf 
if( 1 is Iast ) 
then 
nest-link = SULL 
else 
next-link = link(2 + 1 ) 
EndIf 
'% set the proper node between pret-ious-link and ne=-link 
set current node = n,,,,,,t 
set pass-dom-list = {} 
Fan-Node(n,,,,., previous-link. next-lid. Pass-Donn-List ) 
Add pass-down-list to current set of unresolwd demands 
End % For 1 
End O/o For each r 
End % For each connection 
Fan-Node(n,,,.,,, previous-link, next-link, Pass-Down-List) 
if( previoiis-link == YCLL ) 
Partition bandwidth demand among children of next-link '70 and grandchildren 
Define s as the Original Source for the current connection 
s = Parent(s) iintil lewl(s) = level(n,,,..r) - 1 
For each ckild-edge e do: 
If( biv(e) > O ASD (S(e) != s ASD T(e) != s )  AXD 
( Parent(s) == Parent(S(e)) OR Parent(s) == Parent(T(e)) ) ) 
then 
if( Parent(s) == Parent(S(e)) ) 
then 
d = S(e) 
else 
d = T(e) 
EndIf 
Add connection (S. d) with bandwidth bw(e) to Pas-Down-List 
EndIf 
End % For each child-edge 
EndIf 
if( next-link == X ' L L  ) 
Define d as the Original Destination for the current connection 
ci = Parent(d) until level(d) = level(n,,,,,,,) - 
For each child-edge e do: 
If( bw(e) > O ASD (S(e) != cl A N I  T(e) != ci) AND 
( Parent(d) == Parent(S(e)) OR Parent@) == Parent(T(e)) ) ) 
then 
if( Pnrent(d) == Parent(S(e)) ) 
then 
s = S(e) 
else 
s = T(e) 
EndIf 
Add connection (S. CI) with bnndividth bw(e) to Pass-Down-List 
Enci If 
End % For each child-edge 
EndIf 
if( previous-link != XCLL ASD next-link != NCLL ) 
then 
Intermediate-Node(n,,,,,,, previous-link, next-link, Pass-Down-List) 
EndIf 
Intermediate-Node(nCufrent, previous-link, next-link, Pass-Down-List) 
Compose the three sets 1. O and C 
For eack node n in C do: 
if( level(n) > 1 ) % n is also a hypernode 
then 
Intermediate-Node(n, previous-link, next-link, Pass-Down-List) 
else 
Calculate total fan-in to n as the sum of flow entering n 
Define next-children to be the set of children edges of next-link 
t hat have n as one of their ends 
Calculate total fan-out as the sum of available capacity 
of ail edges in next-children 
if( fan-in <= fan-out ) 
then 
Partition fan-in on the corresponding set of 
edges in next-children 
else 
Partition amount = fan-out on the corresponding set of 
edges in next -children 
Select a random output-node O, from the set O that 
is not e q d  to n and route the amount = (fan-in - fan-out) 
through O,, 




End 70 For each node 
For each node n in 1 and not in C do: 
Calculate total fan-in to n as the sum of flow entering n 
repeat = True 
rvhile( repeat ) 
Select a random node O, from the set O 
Define nest-children to be the set of children edges of nest-lirik 
that have n as one of their ends 
Calcidate total fan-out as the sum of atailable capacity 
of al1 edges in next-children 
if( fan-in <= fan-out ) 
then 
repeat = False 
Partition fan-in on the corresponding set of 
edges in nest -chilchen 
-1dd connection (n. O, ) with bandwidth = (fan-in) 
to Pass-Down-List 
fan-in = fan-in - fan-out 
repeat = True 
End While 
End C7o For 
In the previous functions. the Partition statement is an implementation of a 
function that partitions a given amount uniformely into a predefined number of 
elements. It takes into consideration whether the portion of each element is an 
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integer or a real positive number depending on the mathematical model that is 
being used. 
4.4 Implementat ion Variants 
Other than the two alternatives mentioned in the previous section related to the 
baudwidth distribut ion among children edges. tbere are ot her \ariants to the current 
iniplenicnt ation t hat are described below. 
1. Mathemutical model variation. Based on the problem formulation given in 
Section 3.2.3. for the same set of parameters and variables. an irnplementation 
of a classical VP partitioning problem mode1 can be stated as follorvs: 
From the subnetwork point of view. the local network manager tries to maxi- 
mize the total revenue. Assuming t hat for each demancl. rhere is an associated 
r e~~enue  a,$/uni t-t ime. The rot d revenue generated by al1 connections passing 
through the subnetrvork will be: 
maxRec = C C Xia,[l - L,] 
where Li is given by Equation (2.7): 
subject to 
Yote that the revenue does not depend on a specific route just on the source- 
destination node pair of the connection. In general. connections in higher 
hierarckical levels generate more income than those in lower levels. The reason 
for this statement is that on the average. the higher the connection level is. 
the greater is the nurnber of links used to route its demand. 
2. Order of optimization. Instead of following the Stackeiberg game mode1 de- 
scribed in the previous chapter. a Nash (fair) model can be applied and as 
well as a -reverse" Stackelberg model. Hence. instead of a multi-level opti- 
mization in which one solves the routing problem for the connections in the 
highes t level. the leaders. followed by the next lewl and so on. al1 connections 
are treated equally regardless of what level they belong too as in a Xash game 
scenario. Another alternative is also tested in which the original order is re- 
versed and the optimization starts with the level ( 1 ) connections. follo~vecl by 
level ( 9 )  aud so on up to the highest level. That is. instead of jiist a top-down 
approach. the equal and bottom-up orclers of optimization are tested as ndl. 
3. Domain variation. As a final variant. most of the problems were solved not 
just in the discrete domain. but also in the continuous one. In the first case. 
the aniount of bandwidth allotted to each VP had to be an integer value. 
whiie in the second case. this condition is relased. For the discrete domain, 
the glcSolve routine (Section 4.4.1) in the Tomlab library is used. The glcSolve 
routine is based on the DIRECT method (301 described in Section 4.4.2. 
It is worthy to note that. for the same problem. the number of mriables in each 
optimization level is increased in the continuous case versus the discrete one. 
This foilows naturally from the fact that each connection tends to use more 
routes with smaller bandwidth in the continuous case than in the discrete 
case where the bandwidth of each route is quantized on the set of positive 
integers. 
Due to the fact that the performance of the DIRECT method worsens as the 
number of variables is increased. as in the continuous case. anot her solver was 
used in the continuous domain e-qeriments. namely. the **coriSolve " solver 
which is based on quadratic curve fitting. or quadratic programming [26. 491 
to reach the global optirnuni. -4 brief introduction to quadratic programming 
is given in Section 4.43.  
4.4.1 The Discrete Optimization Solver: -&Solve " 
The routine glcSolue iniplements an extended version of the DIRECT method 
presented in (301 that hanclles problems with both nonlinear and integer con- 
s t raint s [XI. 
DIRECT is a modification of the standard Lipschitzian approach t hat eliminates 
the need to speci- a Lipschitz constant. Since no such constant is used. there is 
no natural way of defining convergence. except when the optimal function value is 
known. Therefore. gkSolue is nui for a predehed number of function evaluat ions 
and considers the best function value found as the optimal one. There is aiso the 
option to restart glcSolue with the final status of aii parameters from the previous 
run [XI. In general. glcSolve solves global miseci-integer nonlinear prograrnming 
problems of the fom: 
subject to: 
Input Description 
Lower and upper bo unds for r. respectively Both m 
to restrict the search space. 
Constraint matrix for linear constraints. 
ust be given 
Lower and upper bounds on the linear cons t raint S. respect ively. 
Lower and upper bounds on the general constraints. respectively. 
Set of integer variables. 
O t her inputs includc the file name for comput ing the objective fiinct ion f ( x ) 
and the filename for cornputing the vector of constraint functions c( r ). The numbcr 
of mavimum funct ion evalitat ions ( clefault : 200). the weight paramet er c (default : 
IO-'' ) are also given as input parameters to the routine glcSolue. The weight param- 
eter É defines the optimality percentage. i.e. the final solution is 100c% away from 




I ter  
FuncEu 
f k  
Z k  
Ck 
Flag indicating if a feasible point has been found. 
Yumber of i terat ions. 
Xumber of funct ion evaluat ions. 
Best funct ion value found. 
Slatrix nith al1 points giving the function value fk. 
x o d n e a r  constraints vdues at xk. 
In the case of non-discrete domain solutions. the set of I ntegers in the glcSolve 
is an empty set. 
4.4.2 The DIRECT Global Optimizat ion Algorit hm 
The DIRECT method [30] is basecl on the DIvide RECTangles approach that is 
an extension and modification of the original work of Shubert 's global optirnizat ion 
algori t hm [65]. 
Consider the problem of finding the global minimum of a function f (1) defined 
on the closed in tend  [ l .  il]. Standard Lipschitzian algorit hms assume that there 
esists a finite bound on the rate of change of the function: that is. they assume 
that there esists a positive li. the Lipschitz constant. such that 
Based on this assumption. a lower bound can be placed on the function in axq 
closed interval whose endpoints have been elduated. Figure 4.4 illustrates one 
such function and the steps followed by S hubert 's algorit hm to search for the global 
minimum or minima of the func t ion f ( x ) . In the process of ekduat ing t ke endpoints 
of the i n t e r d  [ f .  lu]. the following two inequalities must be satisfied: 
These inequalities correspond to the two lines with slopes -K and +fi in Fig- 
ure 4.4 (a). The lowest value that f ( x )  can attain occurs at the intersection of 
these two lines. that is at the bottom of the V that forms the lower bound of the 
function f (r) in the interval (1. t r ] .  Let us denote this point by S(1. u .  f. I<) and the 
corresponding lower bound of f by B(1. (1 .  f. 1 ' ) :  
These two equations form the core of Shubert 's algorithm t hat c m  be surnmarized 
in the following steps: 
1. Initialize the search by evaluating the endpoints 1 and u as shown in Fig- 
ure 4.4 (a). 
2. Evaluate the function at x l  = S(1. u .  f.  Ii). This divides the search space 
into two intervals. [Lxl] and [.cl. il] (part ( b ) ) .  
3. Determine which interval to esplore nest by choosing the intenal with the 
lowest B - d u e .  In case of a tie (as is this case). choose arbitrarily an- of the 
equivalent intervals. 
4. If the minimum found is within some prespecified tolerance of the current 
best solution. then stop. Otherwise go to step (2) .  
Figure 4.4 ( c )  demonstrates one extra step after which the interval [xl. u ]  is the nest 
search space to be explored since it has the lowest lower boiind of all three intemals. 
.At any point in Shubert's algorithm. the V's for al1 the intervals form a piecewise 
linear function that approximates f ( r  ) from below. In Equation 4.6. the first term 
is iower (and therefore better when we minimize) when the function d u e s  at the 
endpoints are low. Therefore. this term leads to the selection of in tends  where 
previous function emiuations have been good. that is. it leads to do local search. 
Figure 4.4: Shubert 's algorit hm 
The second term. on the other hand. is lower algebraically as the interval gets 
bigger. therefore. t his term leads to the selection of intervals with large amount of 
unexplorecl territory. that is. it leads to do a global search. The Lipschitz constant 
li serves as a relative weight on global versus local search. 
The Shubert's algorithm described above suffers from two main problems: 
1. Slow convergence. Since the Lipschitz constant rnust be an upper bound on 
the rate of change of the function. it will generally be quite high. Shubert's 
algorithm places a hi& weight on global search. consequently it eshibits 
slow convergence. Once the basin of convergence of the optimum is found. 
the search would proceed more quickly if K coiild be reduced. In practice. 
however. it is difficult to know when and hotv to reduce Ii. Thus. K is left 
itnchanged and slow convergence is inevitable. 
2. The uiirnber of function emluations during the initialization phase. Though 
two functions evaluations at the enclpoints of a unidimensionai problem form 
no real inconvenience. the 2" vertices of multi-dimensional problems hm a 
high comput at ional complexi ty. 
The DIRECT algorithm was conceived to overcome these shortcomings in the Shu- 
bert's algorithm. Other algorithrns were also implemented with the same goal such 
as [20. 56. 611. 
4.4.2.1 DIRECT Algorithm in One Dimension 
In order to m&e Shubert's algorithm practical in higher dimensions. the DIRECT 
method partitions the search space in a different way. Instead of evaluating the 
function at the endpoints of an interval. it is only evaluated at the center point of 
the i n t e r d  in question. In n dimensions. this translates to initializing the algorithm 
by sampling just one point (the center of the search space) as  opposed to all 2" 
vertices of the space. 
This modification is accompanied by some other changes. Equatione 4.3 and 4.4 
for the continuous intenal [ l .  u] over the function f ( r ) become: 
tvhere c is the centerpoint of the i n t e r d .  that is. c = ( 1  + 4 / 2 .  In Figure 4.5. these 
ineqiialities correspond to the lines with slopes +K and - K and the fiinct ion niust 
lie above the inverted V formed by t heir intersection. The lowes t value the function 
can attain occurs at the endpoints 1 and u. and has the valalue 
The interval is then divided into thircts and the fiinction is etaluated at the center 
Figure 4.5: Comput ing a iower-bound wit h centerpoint sampling. 
points of the left and right thirds. The original center point simply becomes the 
center of a smaller intenal. Suppose now that at some iteration point. there exists 





Figure 4.6: Set of potentially optimal inter\-als. 
Figure 4.6. each i n t e r d  is represented by a single dot with horizontal coordinate c, 
and vertical coordinate f ( ci ). This represent ation possesses the following feat ures: 
The horizontal coordinate is the distance from the interval's center to its 
vertices. It captures the goodness of the intertal wit h respect to global search. 
that is. the goodness based on the amount of unesplored territory in the 
a The vertical coordinate is the d u e  of the function at the interval's center. 
It captures the goodness of the intercd with respect to local search. that is. 
goodness based on known function values. 
If one passes a line with dope Ii through any in the diagram illustrated in 
Figure 1.6 (a). the vertical intercept will be the lower bound for the corre- 
sponding intercal. 
The Lipschitz constant. reflected in the dope of the line. determines the relative 
weighting of global versus local search. and is generally overemphasizing the global 
search. In the DIRECT method. instead of assiping a single tveight K for the global 
search, al1 possible relative weights are considered as is depicted in Figure 4.6 (b). 
This corresponds to ident ifying the set of -potent ially optimal" int ervals according 
to the following clefini t ion: 
Definition 4.1 Suppose that the intemal [ l .  u ]  is partitioned irito intervals [ai. b,] 
with midpoints ci for i = 1.. . . . m. Let c > O be a po~itiue constant. and the fmin be 
the cvrrent best function value. Intenta1 j is said to be potentiallg optimal if t h e ~ e  
ezUts some rate-of-change constant fi > O mch that 
The first condition forces the interval to be on the lower right of the convex hull of 
the dots. The second condition insists that the lower bourid for the interval. based 
on the constant k. exceed the current best solution by a nontrivial arnount . This 
second condition is needed to prevent the algorit hm from becoming too local in its 
orientation. It aas shorvn that the DIRECT algorithm is fairly insensitive to the 
setting of c [30]. A final note before proceeding to the multivariate algorithm is 
that the order of selecting the potentially optimal intervals is irrelevant as long as 
the- are al1 selected. 
4.4.2.2 DIRECT Algorit hm in Multiple Dimensions 
The main issue in extending DIRECT to several dimension concerns how to par- 
tition the search space of n variables. Without loss of generality. the lower and 
upper bounds on every variable can be normalized to zero and one. respectively. 
thus resulting in the search space represented by the n-dimensional unit hypercube. 
As the algorithm proceeds. t his hypercube is partitioned into hyperrectangles. each 
with a sampled point at its center. Before describing the DIRECT algorithm in its 
mulinriate format. let us extend Definition 4.1 for the single dimension case to the 
multiple variable case as follows: 
Definition 4.2 Suppose that a partition of the unit hypercube resrlted into rn hy- 
perrectangles. Let ci denote the center point of the ith hyperrectangle. and let di 
denote the distance frorn the center point to the vertices. Let c > O be a positive 
comtant. A hyperrectangle j ij said to be potentiallv optimuf if there exkb some 
E > O w c h  that 
Multivariate DIRECT Algorithm 
1. Xormalize the search space to be the unit hypercube. Let cl be the center- 
point of this hyperctibe and emluate f (c i  j. Set f,,, = f ( c l ) . m  = 1 and 
t = O (iteration counter). 
2. Idenrify the set S of potentially optimal rectangles. 
3. Select any rectangle j E S. 
4. Using the procedure for dividing rectangles. determine where to sample within 
rectangle j and how to divide the rectangle into subrectangles. Update f,,, 
and set rn = m + lm. where l m  is the number of new points sampled. 
Dividing Rectangle Procedure: 
(a)  Identify the set I of dimensions with the maximum side length. Let 6 
q u a i  one-third of this maximum side length. 
( b )  Sample the function at the points c f dei for al1 i E 1. where c is the 
center of the rectangle and ei is the i th unit vector. 
( c )  Divide the rectangle containing c into thirds along the dimensions in I. 
starting with the dimension with the lowest value of 
and continuing to the dimension with the highest tc,. 
3. Set S = S - { j } .  If S # { }  go to Step 3. 
6. Set t = t + 1. If t = T. stop: the iteration limit has been reacked. OtLerwisr. 
go to Step 2 .  
An illustrative example of how the rectangles are divided in the DIRECT al- 
gorithm is shown in Figure 4.7. in which solution ( b )  is favoured over solution ( a )  
in the depicted two-dimensional situation. The function d u e  at each point is 
recorded for the sake of illustration. 
Cornparison of the DIRECT algori thni to ot her global opt imization techniques 
was carried out ancl it ivas shom in [30] that DIRECT outperformed its cornpetitors 
in speed of convergence and the number of function etaluations. 
4.4.3 The Cont inuous Opt imizat ion Solver: -conSolve " 
Dividr on Horizontai Divide on Vertical 
Dividr on Vertical Divide on Horizonhl 
1 2  
Figure 4.7: Dividing rectangles in the DIRECT algorit hm. 
subject to: 
Input Description 
xr . XL: Lower and upper bounds for r. respectively. Bot h must be given 
to restrict the search space. 
-4 Constraint matrix for linear constraints. 
bL . bL. Lower and upper bounds on the linear constraints. respectively. 
CL. cc- Lower and upper bounds on the general cons traint S. respect ively. 
XQ Starting point. 
O t her inputs include the file name for computing the objective function f (x  ) and 
the filename for computing the vector of constraint functions c(s ). The file narnes 
for the gradient vector g ( r  ) and the Hessian matris H ( x )  can dso be supplied as 
input to the solver. The number of maximum function evaluations (default : ZOO) 
c m  be tiined by setting it to a new ~ a l u e  and adding it to the input set. The 
detailed description of the conSolue routine can be found in [Ti]. 
Output Description 
Xiirnber of iterations. 
Yumber of funct ion etdunt  ions. 
Bes t func t ion value found. 
Matris ai th al1 points giving the function value f ~ .  
Xonlinear constraints d i e s  at xk. 
Gradient value at xk. 
Hessian value at . r k .  
Lagrange multipliers at r k .  
The conSoli~e routine implements two sequent ial quadratic programming ( SQP ) 
algori t hms for general constrained minimizat ion problems. -4 brief introduction to 
quadrat ic programming is presented here. 
Consider the nonlinear optimization problem described by: 
Mnimize: f (x)  
Subject to: h i ( x )  = O i = 1.. . . . m (4.10) 
g j ( x )  2 O j = 1.. . . . p  
This problem can be modified by replacing the nonlinear functions of problem (4.10) 
by their first-order Taylor series approximates at the point xk to yield: 
LIiuirnize: f ( x k ) + v T f ( x i ) ( x - x k )  x E En 
Subject to: h i ( x k )  + v T h i ( x k ) ( x  - x ~ )  = O i = 1.. . . . m 
g,(xit) + vTgJ(xk)(x - XI.) 2 O j = 1.. . . . p  
where v f (xk ) is the ( n x 1 ) gradient column vector of first-order partial derivat ives 
of f at x k .  defined as: 
The functions ~ ( X ~ ) . V ~ ( X ~ ) . ~ ~ ( X ~ ) . V ~ ~ ( X ~ ) . ~ , ( X ~ )  and 7g,(xm) are al1 con- 
stant vectors or scalars e~aluated at xi. Therefore. problern (4.1 1) is a linearized 
version of t the nonlinear programming problern (4.10) ('26. -191. 
Suppose non- the Taylor series is expanded to include the second-order appros- 
imates. Let u s  start by defining: 
to be the quadratic function that agrees with. or approximates f (x)  at xr; up 
to second derivatiws. From elementary calculus. the function q ( x )  has a local 
extremum point (masimum or minimum) at a point x, if: 
and Q(x,) is positive definite (minimum) or negative definite (maximum) where Q 
is the ( n  x n ) matrix formed by the second-order partial derivatiws. 
This results in: 
where F is the ( n  x n )  Hessim rnatrix of second-order partial derivatives. whose 
(i. j ) t h  element has the form: 
We may then calculate an estimate xk+~ of the minimum point of f (since tve are 
minimizing) by finding the point where the d e r i ~ t i v e  of y l-anishes. ive obtain: 
The iterative equation. Equation (4.12). is the Newton method to rnininiize the 
function f .  Basically. the Sewton method fits a quadratic curve approximation of 
the hnction to be minimized. and finils the next point by sctting it qua1  to the 
minimum of this fitted quadratic function. 
0 t h  forms of quadratic functions can also be used [ZG. -191. -4 graphicnl il- 
lustration of approrirnating a nonlinear function by a quadratic one is giveri in 
Figure 4.8. 
To account for the constraints. a Langmngian augmentation of the objective 
function is applied. That is. the new objective function becomes: 
Slinirnize: l ( x .  A. p )  = f (x )  + Ah(x) + p g ( x )  (4.13) 
This transforms the original constrained nonlinear problem (4.10) into an uncon- 
strained nonlinear version wit h n + m + p tariables. The study of the necessary and 
sf ic ient  conditions t hat guarantee that the local minimum is reached at a certain 
point x' is explained in j.191. 
Figure 4.8: Se~vton's method for minimization. 
Chapter 5 
Analysis and Experimental 
Results 
In t his chap ter. the esperiment al siiriulat ions t hat were conducted are esplained and 
the performance measures resulting from these experiments are reported. Once the 
input parameters for the netivork and t r a c  generation phase were supplied. the 
resulting -GRA PHBAT" and -TRAFFIC. DAT" were fed to the VP partitioning 
and routing processor. The resulting output is the set of routed connections found 
in -Ro.uted-TRAFFKDA T". .Ml esperinients reported in t his chapter were run on 
a Pentium-300 processor nith 12-1 hIB RAM. 
5.1 Experimental Cornparison 
Three different networks were generated and used for testing the curent system. 
Figure 5.1 gives a graphical illustration for Xettvork (1). Xetwork (2)  and Yet- 
tvork (3)  are illustrated in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. respectively. The data for the 
three networks is summarized below: 
Xetworli Data 
Yumber of Level ( 1 ) Yodes: 
Xumber of HyperSodes (Figure 5.4): 
Xumber of Switches: 
Sumber of External Nodes: 
Total 'Yumber of Yodes: 
Sumber of Level (1 ) Edges: 
Number of HypperEdges: 
Total Sumber of Edges: 
'Jet ( 2 )  Net ( 2 )  
The clustering of these physical networks followed the algorithm described in 
Section 4.1.2. and was solely based on the geographicai location of the nodes. O t her 
clustering criteria could be used instead as \vas mentioned. but for the d e  of 
simplicity and to focus on the main axiom of this research. the technique described 
in Section 4.1.2 was adopted. The resulting upper conceptual layers are depicted 
in Figure 5.4 
During the traffic generation phase. the following parameters were used to gen- 
erate three different sets of requests for any given network. In each set. the number 
of level ( i )  connections generated is proportional to the number of extemal nodes 
existing in the hypernode they are generated in. as was explained in Section 4.1.3. 
The ratio is given by the correspondhg entry in the following table: 
O 200 400 600 800 1000 
Figure 5.1: Yetwork (1). tvith 16 hypernodes (nodes (10) to (23)).  
O 200 400 600 800 1 O00 
Figure 5.2: Yetwork (2) .  
Figure 5.3: Network ( 3 ) .  
Figure 9.4: First and second layers on top of the physical network 'Jet ( 1) (Fig- 
ure 5.1). 
Traffic Percentage M 
Level ( 1 ) connections 200% 200% 200% 
Level (2)  connections 20% 30% 50% 
Level (3) connections 10% 20% 30% 
For erample. with regard to T r S c  Set (3). double the number of esternai node 
pairs (2 x .V. ( .Ye - 1) /2 )  in each layer (2) hypernode tvas used to generate the amount 
of level(1) connections. For level(2) connections. half the number of external node 
pairs (0.5 x .\:.(.Ye - 1)/2) in each layer (3)  was used: and finall. only one third of 
the total number of external node pairs (0.33 x :Ve (.V, - 1)/2) is used to generate 
level ( 3) connections. 
The actual number of traffic generated for each network in each t r a c  set is 
given in Table 5.1. It is worthy to note that. due to the limitation of not more 
than 70% of the total incoming/outgoing fan capacity of each ex terd  node is to 
be exceeded. as the number of level (3) connections is increasing. the number of 
level (1) connections is decreasing as can be compared by the second and third 
column versus the first column for each network. The reason being simply. that the 
higher level dernands were generated first . 
Levei ( 1 ) connections 
Level (2)  connections 
Level (3 )  connections 
Tot al 
Table 5.1: Traffic Data for Set (1). Set ( 2 )  ancl Net (3 ) .  
5.1.1 First Network 
Tables 5.2 through 5.4 display the results for the three sets of trafic for Yetwork ( 1 ) 
under different traffic load conditions. -4 performance cornparison is carried out for 
the t hree mathemat ical models. namely the discrete game model ( Section 3.2.3). 
the discrete revenue model (Section 4.4) and finally. the continuous version of the 
game model. For each set of traffic and for each mathematical model. three es- 
perimeuts were conducted wi t h different optimizat ion orders. namel. fair ( 'Yash 
model). labeled -A- for AU. then the topdown (Stackelberg model). labeled -TI 
and findy. the bot tom-up ( S tackelberg model wi th reversed priori tu). labeled -B-. 
In each table. the foliowing quantities are defined: 
The number of unresolved connections. These are the connections for 
the solver could not find a feasible point solution that guarantees their qual- 
ity of service. They could be original connections. i.e. connections foiiiid in 
the original set of traffic loads. or inherited connections. that is. the connec- 
t ions t hat were passed-down from higher levels during previous op timizat ion 
iterations. 
O Their percentage. It is computed as the ratio of the unresolved connections 
to the total number of connections. The total number of connections is the 
sum of the following two quantities. 
0 The original number of connections obt ained from the corresponding colunin 
in Table 5.1 and repeatecl iu each table for convenience. 
0 The niimb~r of connwt ions t hat w r e  gerierated from pass-clown procdiir~s.  
found in the -extra gerierated con7 " row in each table. 
O The percentage of estra traffic size. i.e. the ratio of the number of the estra 
connections to t heir original nuniber. 
The niimber of saturated or congested links. Le. those links whose utilizatiou 
factor is equal to one ( 100% utilization). 
The average number of links needed to route a level (1)  connection. 
a The total number of links used. 
The cornparison between the different models with clifferent optimizatiou orders 
is based on the following performance evaluation: 
1. The overaU throughput. 
2. The link utilkation distribution. 
It should be noted that the throughput constitutes the more important performance 
measure as was discussed in Chapter '2. The VP partitioning that resulted in the 
benefits ment ioned before and the side-effect of overall t hroughput reduction cal1 
for finding the balancing point at which a network should operate. This point is 
the one that produces the best throughput after the VP sizing operation. In these 
experiment S. the t hroughput is calculated by t wo met hods: 
1. The first method expresses the throughput as the ratio between the routed 
connections to the total number of connections ( the original set in addition 
to the generated connections). It is calculated using the following relation: 
Throughput = 100% - Percentage of unresolved connections (5 .1 )  
2.  The second tvay of cornputing the throiighpiit is hy actiially calciilating the 
portion of the total bandwidth demand that is routed through the network. 
The revenue generated is hence proport ional to t his quant it y: 
Blocked requests ( Mbps) 
T 'R=( l -  ) x 10088 (5.2) 
Total bandwidth request ( 'ilbps) 
The second performance measure is simply an indication of the flow distribution 
in the network. The smoother the distribution is. the less the tendency of the 
-crit ical" links to become congested. 
In Table 5.2. two observations can be deduced: 
1. The performance of the multi-level optimization. i.e. either the t o p d o m  
or the bottom-up approaches outweigh the fair (Xash) approach in al1 three 
cases of mat hematical models. 
2. Moreover. it can be seen from Table 5.2 that the discrete game mode1 performs 
better than the other ttvo. 
# unresolved cons 
Percent. (unresolved) 
Original cons # 
Extra generated cons 
Percent. (estra)  
# saturated links 
Avg # of links (1) 
Avg # of links ( 2 )  
. h g  # of links ( 3 )  
Total # of used links 
Discrete Game Discrete Revenue 1 continuois Ganie 
Table 5.2: Analysis for Yetwork (1) and Tra6c set (1 ). 
Bot h observations mill become more evident by inspection of performance under 
heavier load conditions as reported in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4. Moreoser. for 
bigger-size netivorh. it becomes apparent that the best technique to use for YP 
partitioning and routing is the top-down order of optimization using the discrete 
Stackeiberg game mode1 as was predicted during the design phase [ Chapter 3).  
# unresolved cons 
Percent. ( unresolved) 
Original cons # 
Extra generated cons 
Percent. (est ra) 
# saturated links 
. h g  # of Links (1) 
Avg # of links ( 2 )  
. h g  # of links (3)  
Total # of used links 
Discrete Game Discrete Revenue Cont inuous Game 
Table 5.3: .Analysis for Xetwork (1) and Traffic set (2) .  
The throughput (calculated using Equation 5.1) for ."et (1) of the three models 
under different traffic loads is compared using the graphical charts in Figure 5.5. On 
the ot her hand. Figure 5.6 displays the correspondhg results when the throughput 
was calculated using Equation 5.2. -4s can be observed. the overall best performance 
# unresolved cons 
Percent. ( iinresolverl) 
Original cons # 
Estra generated cons 
Percent. iestra) 
# saturateci links 
.hg # of links (1) 
. h g  # of links ( 2 )  
-4vg # of linlis ( 3 )  
Total # of used links 
Discrete Game Discrete Revenue 
Table 5.4: Analpis for Settvork ( 1) and Traffic set (3) .  
Continuous Game 
is at tributed to the Discrete Came Mode1 (Figure 5.5(a) ) . Moreover. the multi-level 
optimization approaches. either the top-down or bottom-up. consistently resulted 
in bet ter throughpu t t han the single-level optimization approach. An excep tional 
case is the first one illustrated in Figure 5.5. in which the topdown produced less 
throughput than the other two. The corresponding data can be followed in the 
-T" columns of Table 5.2. This can be explained by the follotving. Under low to 
moderate load conditions. it is better off to use the bottom-up approach for the 
reason that under lotv load conditions. and by routing the higher priority clemands 
first. Nnong the multiple options of resources they can dord .  they tend to choose 
the pat hs that are the only option for lower-priority demands. Otkerwise. under 
heavier tr&c loads. it is wiser to choose the topdown approach for multi-level 
optimization within the subnetworks. 
However. when i t comes to the overall links ut iiization. the cont inuous model 
was found to produce the smoothest distribution among the three modeis. Fig- 
ure 5.7. gives an illustrative description of the links utilization for Yetwork ( 1) and 
using the Top-Down approach in al1 three cases. This is to be expected since the 
capacity alloted to each VP is not restricted to take on integers values. therefore. 
an- connection is routed over more links than in the other two discrete cases. The 
discrete revenue model cornes in second in that regard. 
Xaturally. as the trafic load increases. the links ut ilization distribut ion gets 
smoot her for al1 three models. 
The mn-time for the experiments conducted for Set ( 1 ) are shown in Figure 5.S. 
The foilowing can be observed fiom Figure 5.8: 
0 In all three cases. the nui-time of the -A- order of optimization is greater 
than the other two. 
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Figure 5.5: Throughput d u e s  for Xet (1 (Equation 5.1) using: (a) the discrete 
game model. (b)  the discrete revenue model and (c)  the continuous game model. 
Figure 5.6: Throughput values for 'uét ( 1 )  (Equation 5.2) uskg: (a) the discrete 
game model, (b)  the discrete revenue model and (c)  the continuous game model. 
(4 ( b )  (4  
Figure 5.7: Link Vtilization for Top-Down approacli when used for Set ( 1 ) and 
uuder trafic loads: ( a )  Tl.  (b )  T2 and ( c )  T3. 
The riin-time of 110th the -T" and -B" techniques are sirnil .ar more or lttss. 
The revenue niodel is much more time-consumiug than the discrete and con- 
t inuous game niociels. 
5.1.2 Second Network 
For the second network. ?;et (2 )  (Figure 5.2). Tables 5.5 through 5.7 contain the 
results ivhen the three mathematical models were applied to the three t r a c  sets. 
respectively. In these tables. the columns containing a S/  .A entry were clisqualified 
from the link utilizat ion cornparison since the overail t hroughpu t corresponding to 
these experiments scored Less than 50%. 
The data reported in Tables 5.5. 5.6 and 5.7 is represented graphically in the 
following figures. In Figure 5.9. the throughput d u e s  under different load con- 
ditions are compared for each mathematical model. -4s can be verified from the 
Discrsle Game Modal 
Figure 5.8: Run-Time values for: (a) Discrete Game model. (b) Discrete Revenue 
model and ( c )  Continuous Game model. 
# unresolved cons 
Percent. ( unresolved) 
Original cons # 
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# saturated links 
. h g  # of links (1) 
Avg # of links (3) 
Avg # of links (3 )  
Total # of used links 
Discrete Game Discrete Revenue Cont inuous Game 
Table 5.5: .Analysis for Settvork (2 )  and Traffic set (1). 
# unresolved cons 
Percent . ( unresolved ) 
Original cons # 
Extra generated cons 
Percent. (extra) 
# saturated links 
. h g  # of links ( 1) 
. h g  $: of links (2)  
Avg # of links (3) 
Total # of used links 
Discrete Game Discrete Revenue Continuous Game 
Table 5.6: Analysis for Setwork ( 2 )  and Traffic set (2) .  
# unresoked cons 
Percent . ( unresolved ) 
Original cons # 
Estra generated cons 
Percent. (extra) 
# sattirated links 
Avg # of links ( 1) 
Avg # of links ( 2 )  
h g  # of links ( 3 )  
Total # of used links 
pp 
Discrete G m e  Discrete Revenue 
Esperiment did not run to completion. 
Continuous Game 
Table 5.7: Analysis for Setwork (2 )  and Traffic set (3 ) .  
figure. the .*Top-Down" order of optimization faired better that the -;\11* approach 
and better or eqiial to the -Bot ton-Gp" approach in both discrete models. In the 
continuous case. horwer. the *Bottom-Gp" approxh was found to be better or 
qua1  to the Top-Donn approach. 
If the throughput comparison is based on the Top-Down approach only between 
the three mathematical models. it can be observed. from Figure 5.1 1. that the 
discrete garne model is consistently superior to the other tmo models under aqv 
ioad condition. 
As for 'iet (1). the links utilization are compared and Figure 5.12 outlines this 
comparison. -4s in the previous scenario. the continuous model offered a smoother 
distribution than the cliscrete garne model. The discrete revenue model d u e s  can 
be discarded since some of them resulted in less than 50R1 throughput. Therefore 
they do not reflect the real figure of the total number of links utilized nor the 
utilization distribution. for that mat ter. 
The run-time for the experiments conducted for Yet ( 2) are shown in Figure 5.13. 
Due to the fact that the -.An esperiment in the continuous case under traffic load T3 
did not run to completion. only the mn-time data for the discrete models is shorm 
in the figure. As is observed from Figure 5.13 (b). the sequential operation of the 
proposed system under the discrete revenue model is prohibitevely time-consuming. 
whereas. for the same problem size. the discrete garne model exhibited. not only 
better throughput . but also a considerably faster operat ion. especially when using 
the multi-level optimization approach versus the single-level couterpart.  
Figure 5.9: Throughput values (Equation 5.1) for Yet (2) using: (a)  the discrete 
game model, (b )  the discrete revenue model and ( c )  the continuous game model. 
Figure 5.10: Throughput values (Equation 5.2) for Set (2)  using: (a) the discrete 
game model. (b)  the discrete revenue model and (c)  the continuous game model. 
F i g e  5 . 1 :  Throiighpiit talues for Set ( 2 )  when using the Top-Down Approach 
and under increasing traffic demands. 
- - -. 
" tu- -- 
(a) 
Figure 5.12: Li& Utilization for TopDonm approach when used for Xet (2 )  and 
under traflic loads: (a) Tl. (b )  T2 and ( c )  T3. 
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Figure 5.13: Run-Time values for: (a)  Discrete Game model and (b) Discrete 
Revenue model. 
5.1.3 Third Network 
Finally. for the largest network. ?;et (3 ) .  based on the experimental data of the 
previous two networks. only the discrete game mode1 mas considered and used in 
the experiments shown in Table 5.8. 
Table 5.S demonstrates the resul ts ob t ained when comparing the t hree different 
orders of optirnization. It c m  be noticed that the results for the -A9* approach and 
the traffic set T3 are not reported. This is due to the problein size: a run-time 
error of inçiifficient memory resulted in each time this eqeriment was conducted. 
Once again. i t  can be observed that both the T" and -B" approaches are equally 
# unresolved cons 
Percent. ( unresolved ) 
Original cons # 
Extra generated cons 
Percent. (estra) 
Table 5.8: Analysis for Xetwork (3) .  
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O 1 4 
1 1 1 
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207 531 583 
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good in terms of throughput. with the -B" being better in the 101. traffic loads and 
the -T". on the other hand. being better in the heavy traffic loads. 
It can be observed from Figure 5. l-l that the overall performance in terms of 
t hroughput becomes significant ly poor wi t h the increased network size. 
Figure 5.14: Throughput d u e s  for Xet (3 )  (Equation 5.2) 
5.2 Summary of Results 
.A summary of the esperimentai results of the previous section c m  be stated as 
fol1ott.s: 
Cnder any tr&c load and using aqv of the three described mathematical 
models. the multi-level optimization was found to exhibi t consistent ly a bet ter 
performance in terms of higher throughput and lower run-time values than 
the single-level op timization. 
0 Among the t hree mat hemat ical models. narnely. the discrete game model. the 
cliscrete revenue model aucl the continuous g m e  model. the first model was 
found to be superior to the other two. 
0 If the single-lcvel approach is discarded from the cornparison. then it can bc 
deduced from the previous analysis t hat : 
- Cnder Low t raffic loads. the *-Bot om-Cpn approach hehaves bet ter t han 
the -Top-Down" approach for the reasons discussed previously. 
- .As the traffic size increases. the -Top-Down'* approach performs better 
than the -Bottom-Cpn. 
Therefore. when solving the \OP sizing problem of a network iiricler moderate 
to high traffic conditions. it is recommended to use the tliscrete game niodel 
wi t h a Top-Down" order of optimizat ion. 
Chapter 6 
Summary 
In the present ivork. tve addressed the problem of virtual path allocation in large- 
scale .-\TM nettvorks. For a hierarchically structured nettvork. the presented system 
descri bed a distributed algori t hrnic framework for the coordinat ion of network man- 
agement and t r d c  control. The capacity allocation problem within a subnet~vork 
\vas modeled as a noncooperative game. where virtual circuits. or large portions 
of bandwidt h demand requested by service providers. were compet ing over links 
utilization. The operating point for each subnetwork was selected tu be the equi- 
librium point that resulted in the best performance and highest overall network 
throughput. In the sequel. a sumrnary of the characteristic points in the cunent 
systern is presented. 
6.1 Summary 
In loss networks. the Erlang loss fomula E(pt  C) gives the blocking probabil- 
ity in a link comprising C circuits when the offered trafic load is p connections 
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per unit time [IO. 361. The partition function or normalization constant in 
this formula is computationally challenging. In order to overcome this corn- 
putational complexity. approximation methods for the cornputation of the 
norrnalization constant were introduced. such as the Erlang fized point ap- 
proximat ion [6S]. 
The use of virtual paths in AT11 networks reduces the call set-up delays. 
simplifies the harclivare in the transit nodes and pro~ider; simple virtual circuit 
admission control. Hoivever. it dso reduces the degree of capacity sharing 
and. thus. increases the overall call blocking rate. Since the \'P allocation 
problem is SP-hard. the solution to the optimization problem is therefore 
based on heuristics. Work found in the liternture in tkis dornain optimizes a 
cost function. siicli as decreasing the total rall hlocking rate or increasing the 
network revenue. subject to capacity and degree of senice constraints. 
0 One way to address the VP allocation problem is based on a game theoretic 
approach. \Ve used the noncooperative game mode1 nt the buis  of the YP 
capacity allocation problem within each peer group. The Stackelberg mode1 
acts more in favour of the leaders than a Sash game. Therefore. providing 
loiver blocking probabili t ies for demands in higher levels. 
.A hierarchical organization of large-scale networks was presented in which 
the physical layer nodes are clustered into conceptid hypernodes in multiple 
layers. Three-layer networks were usecl to demonstrate the validity of the 
present technique in VP part itioning and rout ing. 
Information passed in the network is only in a vertical direction and not 
among peer groups. In other words. information concerning links States and 
topology of the lowest hierarchical level is encoded and sent upward to the 
parent node in the folloiving level. while traffic demands are passed doivnivard 
from a node to its children. There is no interaction between sibhngs. so to 
speali. This last feature make the current system lend itself naturally to a 
clistributed computation paradigm in which network xnanagers existing in the 
sarne level can process their data in parallel. 
Moving upmard in the hierarchy the topology and link state information 
were propagated iising an abstraction of the links amilable bandwidth as was 
explainecl in Section 3.2.1. Links connecting peer groups were aggregated in a 
single link whose bandwidth is the sum of t hat of its constituents. Total flow 
that can pass through a hypernode in a given direction was obtained iising 
the Slasimum-Flow principle in t hat direction. 
The implementation of the ciirrent system aas  done using the object-oriented 
language CC+ and the Tomlab [Tl optiniization solver. The type of in- 
teraction between the different modules in the system \vas described and a 
description of the data structure and program flow was provided. 
6.2 Summary of Contributions 
At the tirne when the ciirrent system was initially proposed. one could hardly 
find in the literature any tvork clealing with large-scale networks. The survey 
done then showed that the YP partitioning and/or routing problem was solwd 
for smdl to medium size networks not exceeding 40 nodes in total. Our work. 
on the other hand. deals with net~vorks in the range of 100 to 500 nodes in 
size. This constitutes the first contribution of this mork. 
Due to the difficulty of acquiring real-wodd data of large-scale networks and 
their traffic patterns. rose the need to clevelop. from scratch. a random topol- 
ogy generator and a random traffic generator (Section 4.1.1). The generated 
networlis and tr&c demands formed the test-beds used for the current system 
exduat ion. and t hey also cons t it ute a second contribut ion. 
0 The clustering technique. though is not new and is following the guidelincs for 
the PYXI networks [li]. is implemented in such a way that caii be generalized 
to the use for any given network and is not lirnited to the ones generated by our 
topology generator rnodtile. Hence. creating a useful tool for the conceptual 
organization of networks in hierarchicd l-rs. 
The hierarchical I'P partitiouing and roiiting technique itself. with the inter- 
layers protocol and its multi-level opt imization nature is the main contribut ion 
of this work. More precisely. the  Update-Statw routine t hat sol\-es the roiiting 
tletails in each subnetivork recursively. as explained in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.3. 
is a new addition to the available bandwidt h allocation and routing techniques 
esist ing in the telccommunica t ion field today. 
6.3 System Evaluat ion and Potential Extensions 
The proposed approach for VP capacity allocation in large-scale netivorks is based 
on net work segmentation into smaller subnetrvorks and providing for coordinat ion 
between the network controllers. In the sequel. we discuss some features associated 
with the presented system. 
-4s was mentioned before, the benefits of a hierarchicd structure are 
- hvoiding the combinatorial complexity inherent in the origiiial network 
topology. 
- The segmentation and abstraction of the global network into smaller 
components leads to added fleribility in terms of scalability. In other 
words. accounting for future net tvork modification. adding or reducing 
the number of switching nodes in the nettvork affects only the topcilogy 
of the peer groiip (and its parent) mhere this change has occurred. It 
can also account for faulty or saturated links or for stvitches that are 
temporarily out of service. 
- Though in the present system. the optimization process is consistent 
tlirouglout the different layers. it need not be so. and each local manager 
is free to select its own mathematical mode1 and force its own set of 
constraints. as it  best suits the operation in its administrative domain. 
a However. an obvious weakness in this approach is the reduction in accu- 
racy due to the loss of information result ing from the int roduced abstraction. 
I h e n  a subnetwork topology is aggregated. it does not in reality represent 
the total capacity that can be shared. Consequently. the VP dimensioning of 
the upper logical node is restricted to the provided capacity information. 
In the presented approach. rve discarded the effect of propagation clelays in 
the network links. One possible estension to the developed system could be 
t hat of incorporat ing anot her informat ion aggregation representing the delays. 
The constraints then can include some delay bounds. 
a -4nother possible extension is to study ot her clustering techniques instead 
of the one implemented in this system. These techniques can use different 
criteria for clustering the nodes pertaining to the same peer-group [4. 51. 
hstead of the sequential operation. the parailel processing of hgernodes in 
the sanie hierarchicai level is favoured over the current implementation and 
is recornmended for consideration for future work. 
.As ivas mentioned in the course of the system description. a more greedy 
approach can be usecl instead of the current fair approach in relation to the 
bandwicl t h part itioning among children edges of a given hyperedge. This 
alternative is a prirnary candidate for stiiciy as a potential extension to the 
present system. 
Sonne of the challenges encoiintered during the dt.velopment phase incl~ide. 
but are not limited to: 
- The selection of the proper optiniization solver. Even d e n  we decided 
to interface mith the Tomlab library. a remodeling of the problem formu- 
lation was a necessity in order to comply with the memory constraints 
imposed by llatlab. The modification of the niathematical mocicl to 
reduce the problem size is given in Appendis B. 
- In order to check for the soundness of the \-P partitioning aud routing 
algorithm. the debugging and tracking in such large networks was not 
trivial to say the least. Ot her than being the major time-consurning fac- 
tor in the present work. estra care intended to make the route selection 
as fair as possible. 
- The rectirsive nature of the Ilpdate-Statw ivas particularly hard to imple- 
ment (Sections 4.2.2. 4.3). It had to be (i) as general as possible to suit 
any network topolog- and at the same time (ii) deal with the detailed 
topolog- of the network. and its subnetwork. under consideration. 
Based on the analytical discussion provided in the previous chapter. the dis- 
crete game model outweighs the classical one and its own continuous version 
in performance. This is the recommended approach to solve the VP sizing 
problem in large .ATM netivorks. 
a .As was discussed in Chapter 3. no closecl-form formulation could be obtained 
that would express the aay the network manager can adjust the individual 
payoff functions of the self-optimizing users due to the complesity of the large- 
size problems. Therefore. simulation techniques tvere used in order to assess 
the validity of the implemented model. 
One of the main issues that needs to be addressed in subsecpent research is 
the effect of cost perturbation on both the overall network performance and 
the users behaviour. Samely. the quantity a, in Equation 3.2 (repeated here 
for convenience) 
should be espressed as a function of th 
stance: 
ork manag er strategy: fo lr in- 
where Co is the strategy profile of the network manager imposed on the users 
to drive the netivork's performance to a desirable operating point. and C is 
the strategy profile of the users. The global network objective c m  then be 
erpressed by masimizing a certain gain function: 
where ZF is the set of costs assigned to the users. Since expressing the functions 
f i .  and Rev in closed-form notation is intractable. the future work should 
deduce the empirical format of tliese functions and stucly the sensitivity of 
this gain function to perturbations in the value of a. 
The presented approach is not limited to the application with respect to ATM 
networks ooly. but also for the 4Iulti-Protocol Label Switching based networks 
(MPLS) [lS. 16.331. Therefore. a proposed extension to the presented system 
is to suitably tailor it for the network management and establishment of 
guaranteed bandwidt h tunnels in MP LS set t ings. 
Appendix A 
Classes Implementat ion 
A.1 Network Data Structures 
A. l . l  Node Class 
/**********************************************************************/ 
/*  NODE / GRAPH (hypernode) CLASS * /  
/**********************************************************************/ 
c l a s s  cNode 
I: 
pr iva t  e : 
i n t  i d  ; 
i n t  l o c  ; 
i n t  l eve l  ; 
i n t  degree ; 
boolean border; 
nodeType type ; 
double s t a tu8  ; 
double capacity ; 
point2d coord; 
node p u e n t  ; 
TcListXedgeB adj  ,edges ; 
/ /  node i d  
/ /  node locat ion i n  V 
/ /  l eve l  i n  hierarchy s t ruc ture  
/ /  used f o r  undirected graphs 
/ /  TRUE f o r  a border-node 
/ /  external  = edge node, 
/ /  interna1 = sv i t ch  node 
/ /  current capacity 
// maximum capacity 
/ /  physical map locat ion 
/ /  parent graph 
/ /  list of adjacent edgea 
/ /  the fo l lov ing  lists a r e  NULL f o r  t h e  physical  l ayer  ( l eve l  = 1) 
/ /  chi ldrenhubgraph nodes 
/ /  children/subgraph edges 
/ /  border-nodes i n  l eve l  beneath 
/ /  l o g i c a l  l i n k s  connecting those 
/ /  border-nodes 
publ ic :  
void Copy(const cNode& 8)  ; 
diode% operator= (const cNode& N) ; 
boolean operator==(const cNode& N) const ;  
boolean operator!=(coast  cNode& N) cons t ;  
i n t  I d 0  const { r e t un i (  i d  1; ) 
void f d ( in t  netuid) { i d  = newid; ) 
i n t  L o c O  const < r e t u rn (  l o c  ) ; ) 
void Loc(int newloc) { l o c  = nevloc; ) 
i n t  Level() const I r e t u r d  l eve l  1; ) 
void Level ( i n t  newlevel) ( l eve l  = newlevel; ) 
i n t  Degree (1 const { r e t u r d  degree 1; ) 
void Degree(int neudegree) < degree = newdegree; ) 
boolean Border0 const < r e t u rn  border;  ) 
void Border (boolean value) < border = value; ) 
nodeType Type () const { re tu rnc  type ; ) 
void Type( nodeType neutype ) { type = neutype; ) 
double S t a tu s  0 ConSt < r e t u rn (  statu9 ; ) 
void Status(doub1e newstatus) { s t a t u s  = neusta tus;  ) 
double Capac i tyo  const < r e t u rn (  capaci ty  ) ; ) 
void Capacity(doub1e nevcap) < capaci ty  = neucap; ) 
point2d Coord() const i re tu rn(  coord ) ;  
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void Coord(point2d neucoord) { coord = newcoord; ) 
void Coord(doub1e x ,  double y) { c0ord.r  = x ;  c0ord.y = y ;  ) 
node P a r e n t 0  const { r e t u m (  parent ; 1 
void Parent (node neuparent ) < parent = neuparent; 3 
TcList<edge> Adj,Edges() const  { re tu rn(  adj-edges ) ; ) 
void Adj -Nodes( TcList<node>& N ) ; 
boolean Add-Adj -Edge ( edge e ) ; 
boolean ~ e l e t e _ ~ d j _ E d g e (  edge e ) ; 
i n t  Node-Numa const ( r e t u n i  (V.S ize(1  1; ) 
i n t  Edge-Numa const { r e t u rn  ( E. S ize ( )  ) ; ) 
TcList<node> V-Nodes () const < re tu rn  ( V ) ; 
TcList<edge> E-Edgaso const < r e t un i  ( E ) ; ) 
TcList<node> B,Nodes() const  { r e t u rn  ( B 1 ;  ) 
TcListtedge> L-Edgeso const  { re tu rn  ( L 1 ;  
boolean Add,V,Node( node n ) ; 
boolean Delete,Node( node n 1; 
boolean ~dd-E-Edge( edge e ) ; 
boolean Delete-Edge ( edge e ) ; 
boolean Add,%,Node( node n ) ; 
boolean ~dd,L-Edge( edge e 1; 
node First-Node() const (: r e t u rn  ( VCo] 1; ) 
node Last-Node () const { r e t u rn  ( VCV.Size0-13 1 ;  > 
node Pred,Node(node v) const  ; 
node Succ,Node(node v)  cons t ;  
edge First-EdgeO const { re tu rn  ( EL01 ) ; ) 
edge Last,Edge() const  {return (E[E.Size()-tI  1: ) 
edge Pred-Edge (edge e) const  ; 
edge Succ-Edge (edge e) const ; 
boolean Save(FILE* fp )  ; 
boolean Load(FILE* f p  . node* n-add, edge* e-add) ; 
A.1.2 Edge Class 
/**********************************************************************/ 





int id ; 
int loc ; 
int level ; 
node S; 
node t ; 
edgeType type ; 
double capac ity ; 
double status; 
Vaph parent ; 
TcList<edge> children; 
/ /  edge id 
/ /  index in IEl 
/ /  level in hierarchy structure 
/ /  source node 
/ /  target node 
/ /  maximum capacity 
/ /  current capacity 
/ /  parent graph 
/ /  constituent edges beneath 
public: 
void Copy(const cEdge& El; 
cEdge& operator=(const cEdge& El ; 
boolean operator==(const cEdgeL E) const; 
















Level (int neulevel) 
S() const 
S (node source) 
T O  const 
T(node target) 
{ retum( id ; 3 
< id = neuid; 3 
( returd loc ) ; ) 
( l oc  = newloc; ) 
E r e t u d  level 1; 3 
C level = newlevel; 3 
C return( s 1; 3 
.(: s = source; ) 
€ return( t 1; 1 
C t = target; ) 
edgeiype Type () const I r e t u r d  type 1; ) 
void Type( edgeType neutype ) 1 type = nenype;  ) 
double Status  () const { return(  s t a tu s  1; 
void Status(doub1e newstatus) < s t a t u s  = neustatus; 1 
double Capacityo const ( return(  capacity ) ; ) 
void ~apacity(doub1e nevcap) 1 capacity = nevcap; ) 
node Parent ( ) const 1 returnc parent 1; ) 
void Parent (node neuparent ) { parent = nevparent ; > 
TcList<edge> Childrea() const 1 return(  children 1; 
void cEdge : :Great-Crand,Children( i n t  desired-level . 
TcListCedgeW grand-children ) ; 
void Add,Child( edge e ) ; 
edge First-Edgeo const { return ( children[O] ) ; 
edge Last-Edgeo const 
1 return ( children[ (ch i ldren .S ize0)  - 11 ) ; ) 
edge Pred,Edge(edge e) const;  
edge Succ-Edge (edge e) const ; 
boolean Save(FILE* f p )  ; 
boolean Load(F1 LE* f p  , node* n-add, edge* e-add) ; 
>; 
........................................................................ 
P P E .  CLASSES I&fPLEICIEYT.-ITIOX 
A.2 T r a c  Data Structure 
/**********************************************************************/ 






/ /  source node originating this connection 
node origiaa1,source; 
/ /  destination node for this connection 
node original-destination; 
/ /  source node in the current optimization iteration 
node source ; 
/ /  destination node in the current optirnizat ion iterat ion 
node destination; 
double bw-required; / /  bandwidth requirement (Ci) 
int level ; / /  comection belonging to which level in hierarchy 
double revenue-rate; // revenue in $/unit of time generated by this conn 
double arrival-rate ; //  arriva1 rate (lambda) 
double qos; / /  quality of service required 
conptr parent ; / / parent connect ion 
/ /  route num to which this child connection belongs 
int route-id; 
// children connections forked-out from this one 
TcList<conptr> children; 
/ /  set of routes on which this connection is routed 





cConnect ion(const cConnect ion& Con) ; 
clonnect ion (node s , node d) ; 
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void Copy (const cConnect ion& Con) ; 
cConnect ion& operator= (const cConnect ion& Con) ; 
boolean operator==(const cConnection& Con) const; 
boolean operator ! =(const ~Connectiont Con) const ; 
int I d 0  const 
void Id( int newid ) 
node Orig-Source (1 const 
void Orig-Source (node s) 
node Orig-Dest inat ion() const 
void Orig-Dest inat ion(node d) 
node Source (1 const 
void Source(node s) 
node Destination (1 const 
void Destination(node d) 
double BU() const 
void BW(doub1e bu) 
int LevelO const 
void Level(int lev) 
double Revenue-Rate (1 const 
void Revenue,Rate(double r) 
double Arrival-Rat e (1 const 
void ~rriva1,Rate (double a) 
double QoSO const 
void QoS(doub1e q) 
( return( id ) ; ) 
{ id = newid; ) 
( return( original-source ; ) 
( original-source = s; 1 
( return( original-destinat ion ) ; 
{ original-destination = d; ) 
( return( source 1; 1 
( source = s; ) 
{ return( destination ) ; ) 
( destination = d; ) 
{ return( bu-required ) ; 3 
< bw-required = bu; ) 
( return( level 1; ) 
I level = lev; ) 
{ return( revenue-rate ; 1 
( revenue-rate = r; 1 
( return( arrival-rate ) ; ) 
{ arrival-rate = a; 3 
( return( qos ; 1 
E qos = q;  ) 
conptr Parent () const ( return( parent 1; ) 
vo id Parent ( conptr npar ) ( parent = npar; ) 
int Route,Id() const ( return( route-id 1; 1 
void Route,Id( int newid ) ( route-id = neuid; 
TcList<conptr> Childreno const < return( children 1 ; 
void Children( const TcList<conptr>& NeuList ) 
( children = NewList; 1 
TcList<route> R-Routes0 const ( r e t u d  Routes ) ; ) 
void R-Rout es ( const TcList<route>& NewRout es ) 
{ Routes = NewRoutes; ) 
TcList<n,route> NR-Routes () const ( return( Hode-Routes ) ; ) 
void NR-Rout es ( const TcList<n,rout e>& NewRoutes 
{ Node-Routes = NewRoutes; 1 
TcList~listdoublelistptr> R-BW() const { return( Routes-Bu ) ;  3 
void R,BW( const TcList<listdoublelistptr>% NewR-BU ) 
< Routes-Bw = NewR-BU; ) 
void Add-Child( conptr child, int r-id 1; 
void Remove,Child( conptr child ) ; 
void Remove,Child( iat cbild-id ) ; 
void Add-Route( route R, n-route NR, double bu ) ; 
void Copy-Routes ( const cconnectionâ Con ) ; 
int Print,Connection( FILE* f p  1; 
boolean Save( FILE* fp ) ; 
boolean Load( FILE* f p ,  coaptr* con-add. node* n-add, edge* e-add 1; 
; / /  end class cconnection 
/**********************************************************************/ 
Appendix B 
Examples of Matlab Files 
In this appendix. a description of the Jlatlab file that is usecl as an input to the 
Tomlah solver is given in Section B.1. The Jlatlab files impiementing the objec- 
tive functions for the ganie mode1 and the classical revenue mode1 are outlined in 
Section B.2. 
B.1 M-File used for Network Modeling 
-4 sample Matlab file (.m file) containing the mathematical mode1 for a network 
is given helow. The network esample shown has 4 nodes. I = 6 connections and 
R = 12 potentiai routes. The parameters appearing in the m-file have the following 
interpretation: 
The constants: connectionnum. linknum and roiitenum are the number of 
connections. links and routes. respec tively. Let's denote set of connections by 
I .  the set of links by L and the set of routes by R: with dimensions ni .  nL 
and n R .  respective- 
0 Lambdai. Alphai. Ci and QoSi are the arrival rate. cost/revenue. bandwidth 
requirement and quali t y of service for connec t ion i . respect ive1 y. 
a BL vector ( n ~  x 1). The I t h  entry denotes the maximum capacity of link 1. 
O IR matrix (n1 x n R )  Each row in this matrix corresponds to one connection: 
and each column corresponds to one route. If I R (  i. r )  = 1. then route r is 
one of the set of routes that connection i can use. 
0 RL matrix ( n R  x n t ) .  The ( r .  is equal to one if link 1 is part of route r. 
E' vector ( n R x ). This is the independent variables vector. The n R unknowns 
that Ive need to solve for are the assigned bandwidth d u e s  to each route 
1. E R. 
a Instead of solving a probleni of size  ri^. a simple modification tvas intro- 
duced [?SI to reduce the problem size. By inspection of the above formulation. 
the folloming relation is t rue: 
For instance. the first three row in IR can be m i t  ten as: 
Lé can eliminate n1 variables by noting that: 
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Then Ive can denote the new set of variables S of size that is equal to ( n ~  - n I ) .  
and that can be erpressed as follows: 
L 
9.2 = r - X I  
y., =?-sa 
- 
y6 = 1 -x3 
Hence. the folloming transformation from the set S of ~ariables to the Y set 
of variables takes place: 
1' = I'S x -Y + CCi 
where: 
0 Y S  matris ( n ~  x ( n~ - n , ) )  is the transformation matris. 
CCi vector ( n R  x 1) that cm be obtained by reordering the y variables in the 
IRnew matrix ( n  t i r n e a ( n R  - n 1 ) ) The new IR matris corresponding to the 
new set X of variables. 
In case of continuous variables. the following line 
IntVars = E l  : (route-nu - connect ion-num)] ; 
is modified to: 
Contents of "net-1 19-2.m" 
func t ion  net-119-2 (output-f i l e )  
g l o b a l  connection,num 
g l o b a l  link-num 
g l o b a l  route-num 
g l o b a l  Lambda-i 
g l o b a l  Alpha-i 
g l o b a l  QoS-i 
g l o b a l  C i  
g l o b a l  B1 
g l o b a l  IR 
g l o b a l  RL 
g l o b a l  YX 
g l o b a l  CCi 
connect ion-num = 6 ; 
link-num = 4; 
route-num = 12; 
El = [ 140 218 161 302 1 ; 
C i =  [ 7 2 7 3 1 5 I J ;  
Alpha-i = [ 25.000 25.000 25.000 25.000 25.000 25.000 1 ' ;  
Lambda-i = [ 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 1';  
QoS-i = [ 0.220 0.220 0.220 0.220 0.220 0.220 3 ' ;  
B.]. 31-FILE C'SED FOR YET'CVORK JfODELIJG 
X check f o r  s o l u t i o n  e x i s t e n c e  
[check-exis tance,  ~ r o b l e m a t  ic-cons] = e x i s t s o l u t  i o n ;  
f p r i n t f  ( ' s o l u t i o n  exists = Xd\n' , check-er i s tance  ) ; 
i f  ( check-exis tance == O 1 
f p r i n t f  ('No s o l u t i o n  found! ! ! \ n ) ) ;  
r e t u r n ;  
end 
if ( I R  == eye(connection-num, route-num) 
f p r i n t f (  ) \n IR i s  an I d e n t i t y  Matrix!\n\nJ 1; 
[f i d  errmessage] = fopen(outpu t_f  î l e ,  ) w '  ) ; 
i f (  f i d  == -1 ) 
f p r i n t f  (2,  '%s\n\nJ  , e n e s s a g e )  ; 
e l s e  
pName = ' n e t , i l 9 -2 ) ;  
f p r i n t f ( f i d ,  ' R e s u l t s  f o r  problem: %s \n \n ' ,  plame) ;  
f p r i n t f ( f i d ,  'Best  function value = 1.0000\n\n) ) ;  
f p r i n t f  (f i d ,  'Number of  v a r i a b l e s  = %d\n\n3 , route-num) ; 
f p r i n t f ( f i d ,  )%7.4f\n), C i ) ;  
f c l o s e ( f  i d )  ; 
end ; 
ret u rn  ; 
end ; 
CCi = [ O Ci(1) O Ci(2) O Ci(3) O Ci(4) O Ci (5) O Ci (6) 1 ' ; 
x-O = a ; 
x,L = zeros ( (route-num - connect ion-nu) , 1) ; 
x-V = [ Ci(1) Ci (2) Ci (3) Ci (4) Ci (5) ci (6) 1 ' ; 
A = [ IRnev; RL)* YX 1; 
b-L = [ zeros(connection,num, 1) ; -inf * ones(link_num, 1) ] ; 
b,U = [ Ci; (01 - (RL1* CCi) )] ; 
C,L = ; 
c,u = 0 ; 
p-f = 'netmodel,fJ; 
p,c = " - 
probledlame = 'net,119,2'; 
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X S e t  t h e  rest of t h e  arguments as empty 
s e t u p F i l e  = ; nProblem = 0 ; 
In tVars  = C l :  (route-num - connection_num)l;  
Varweight = ; KNAPSACK = O ; 
f I P  = n ; xIP = 0 ;  fLowBnd = 0 ;  
x-min = ; x-max = 0 ;  f -op t  = 0 ;  x-opt = 0 ;  
Prob  = glcAssign(p-f ,  x-L, x-U, problemName, . . .  
A ,  b,Lp b,U, p,cp c,Lp c-Up x-0s O * *  
s e t u p f i l e ,  nProblem, . . . 
IntVars, VarWeight, KNAPSACK, fIP, xIP ,  ... 
fLowBnd, x-min, x-max, f - o p t ,  x-opt) ; 
f p r i n t f (  'Computing i n  t h e  1st i t e r a t i o n . . . \ n 3 ) ;  
Resul t  = glcSolve(Prob) ;  
P r i n t R e s u l t  (Resul t )  ; 
f -k  = Resu1t . f -k;  
fOld = f -k ;  
Y = zeros(route,num, 1) ; 
i f ( f ~ k ~ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 )  % f , k = I n f  
f p r i n t f  ( 'EXPLOSION! ! ! \ n J  ) ; 
f,k = 1000000.000; 
else 
Number of times with equa l  f ( x )  va lue  
Equal = 0 ;  
X Se t  f l a g  f o r  warm start 
Prob .WarmStart = 1; 
X Try at  most 10 times e x t r a  t o  get a b e t t e r  s o l u t i o n  
f o r  i = 1:10 
swi tch  ( i )  
c a s e  1, f p r i n t f (  'Computing i n  t h e  Xdnd i t e r a t i o n  ... \n3, i+l 
c a s e  2,  f p r i n t f  ( 'Computing i n  t h e  Xdrd i t e r a t i o n .  . . \n' , i+ t  
o t h e r u i s e ,  f p r i n t f (  )Computing i n  t h e  Xdth i t e r a t i o n  ... \ n 3 ,  i+l 
end ; 
Result = glcSolve(Prob) ; 
PrintResult (Result) ; 
f - k  = Resu1t.f-k; 
if f -k  == fOld 
Equal = Equal + 1 ; 
else 
Equal = 0; 
end 
fOld = f-k; 
if (Equal == 2) 
fprintf( ' DONE! ! ! \ n \ n >  ) 
break; 
end % switch(i) 
end Y, for i 
allpositive = 1; 
m = size(Resu1t. x-k, 2) ; 
for i = l:m 
Y = YX * Result.x,k(:,i) + CCi; 
allpositive = 1; 
for j = 1 :route,num 
if Y ( j )  < O 
allpositive = 0; 
break ; 
end if 
end % for j 
if ( allpositive == 1 ) 
break ; 
end if 
end % for i 
if( allpositive == O ) 
fprintf( 'NO ALL-POSITIVE RESULT WAS FOUND! !\nJ ) ;  
end if 
end % if f,k 
Cf id errmessage] = f open(0utput-f i l e  , ' u) ) ; 
i f (  f i d  == -1 ) 
f p r i n t f  (2,  %\n\nY , errmessage) ; 
e l s e  
f p r i n t f  ( f  i d ,  'Results f o r  problem: Xs\n\nJ , Prob .Name) ; 
f p r i n t f  ( f i d ,  >Best f u n c t i o n  v a l u e  = X7.4f\n\nY , f -k)  ; 
f p r i n t f ( f i d ,  'Number of  v a r i a b l e s  = Xd\n\n', r o u t e - n u ) ;  
f p r i n t f ( f i d ,  > % 7 . 4 f \ n J ,  Y) ; 
f c l o s e  (f i d )  ; 
end ; 
X model ' s ob j ect i v e  f u n c t  i o n  in netmodal-f . m 
B.2 M-Files For the Objective Functions 
B.2.1 Objective Function for the Discrete Game Mode1 
The following Matlab file is an implement ation of the objective function given by 
Eqiiation 3.1 in Chapter 3. 
X model ' s o b j e c t i v e  f unc t  i o n  
f unct  i o n  va lue  = netmodel-f (x) 
g l o b a l  conneetion-num 
g l o b a l  link-num 
g l o b a l  route-num 
g l o b a l  Lambda-i 
g l o b a l  Alpha-i 
g l o b a l  QoS-i 
g l o b a l  C i  
g l o b a l  B 1  
g l o b a l  I R  
g l o b a l  RL 
g l o b a l  YX 
g l o b a l  C C i  
Gfun = z e r o s  (connect ion-num. 1) ; 
Ff un = zeros (connect ion-num, 1) ; 
Cir = zeros (connect ion-num, route-nud ; 
Cil = zeros (connection-nu, link-nu) ; % d i , U  
Cl = zeros(link,num, 1); 
Lones = ones (link-num, 1) ; 
Cr = zeros (route-num, 1) ; 
Er = zeros(route,num, 1) ; 
Rho-r = zeros (route-num, 1) ; 
Rones = ones(route,num, 1) ; 
Br = zeros (route-num, 1) ; 
Bi = zeros (connect ion-num, 1) ; 
Iones = ones(connection,num, 1); 
%new transf onnat ion : x J  s size is nou [route-num-conn-num, 11 
Y = zeros(route,num, 1); 
index = 1; 
for ii = l:connection,num 
for rr = l:route,num; 
if ( IR(ii,rr) == 1 ) 
Cir(ii,rr) = Y(index); 
index = index + 1; 
end if IR 
end for rr 
end )! for ii 
value = 0; 
X calculate b o e r  
Rho-r = (IR .* C i r )  ' * (Lambda-i ./ Ci); 
X to avoid division by zero, do the follouing: 
for 11 = i:link,num 
if ( Bl(11) <= O ) 
Bl(11) = 0.0001; 
end X if Bl(1l) 
end for 11 
B.?. M-FILES FOR THE OBJECTIVE FCXCTIO3S 
%cornpute Cil(i,l), Cr(r), B-r(r) and finally, B-i(i) 
Cil = Cir * RL; 
Cl = ( sum(Ci1, 1) 1 '  ; 
saturated-links = ; 
saturated-links = f ind( Cl >= B1 ) ; 
for rr = l:route,nurn 
Cr(rr) = 10000; 
for 11 = 1:link-nurn 
if( RL(rr,ll) == 1 ) 
if ( Cl(11) >= Bl(11) ) 
Cl(l1) = Bl(11) - 0 .O001 ; 
end % if Cl 
if ( Cr(rr) > ( Bl(l1) - Cl(l1) 
Cr(rr) = Bl(11) - Cl(11); 
end if Cr 
end if RL 
end % for 11 
Br(rr) = Erlang( Rho-r(rr) , Cr(rr) ; 
end % for rr 
Bi = Iones - ( ( Cir (Rones - Br) ) ./ Ci ) ; 
for ii = I:connection,num 
if ( Bi(ii) > QoS,i(ii) ) 
Bi(ii) = 0.99 * QoS,i(ii); 
end if 
end Y, for ii 
Y. compute the components of the objective function 
Gfun = 1 ./ (QoS-i - Bi); 
Ffun = Alpha-i .* ( Cil * ( 1 ./ ( Lones - (Cl ./ B1) ) ) 1; 
tempMat = Gfun + Ffun; 




Gfun = zeros(connection,num, 1) ; 
XFf un = zeros (connect ion-num, 1) ; 
Cir = zeros (connect ion-nu, route-num) ; 
Cil = zeros(connection~num, link-num); 
Cl = zeros (link-num, 1) ; 
Lones = ones(link,num, 1) ; 
Cr = zeros (route-num, 1) ; 
Er = zeros (rout e-nu, 1) ; 
Rho-r = zeros (route-num, 1) ; 
Rones = ones(route,num, 1); 
Br = zeros (rout e-num, 1) ; 
Bi = zeros (connect ion-num, 1) ; 
Iones = ones(connection,num, 1); 
Xnev transformation : x ' s size is now [rout e-num-conn-num , 11 
Y = zeros(route,num, 1); 
index = 1; 
for ii = l:connection,num 
for rr = l:route,num; 
if( IR(ii,rr) == 1 
Cir (ii , rr) = Y (index) ; 
index = index + 1; 
end Y( if IR 
end Y, for rr 
end for ii 
value = 0; 
x calculate Rho-r 
Rho-r = (IR .* Cir)' * (Lambda-i . /  Ci); 
X to avoid division by zero, do the following: 
for 11 = l:link,num 
if ( Bl(11) <= O ) 
Bl(11) = 0.0001; 
end # if Bl(11) 
end Y, for 11 
kompute Cil(i ,l) , Cr(r) , B-r(r) and f inally, B,i(i) 
Cil = C i r  * RL; 
Cl = ( sum(Ci1, 1) 1 ' ;  
saturated-links = 0 ; 
saturated-links = find( Cl >= B1 ) ;  
for rr = l:route,num 
Cr(rr) = 10000 ; 
for 11 = l:link,num 
if( RL(rr,ll) == 1 ) 
if ( Cl (11) >= BI (11) ) 
Cl(11) = Bl(11) - 0.0001; 
end Y, if Cl 
if ( Cr(rr) > ( Bl(l1) - Cl(11) ) ) 
Cr(rr) = Bl(l1) - Cl(l1); 
end if Cr 
end % if RL 
end for 11 
Br(rr) = Erlang( Rho-r(rr) , Cr(rr) ; 
end Y, for rr 
Bi = Iones - ( ( Cir * (Rones - Br) ) ./ Ci ) ;  
Gfun = Lambda-i . * Alpha-i . * ( Iones - Bi ) ; 
compute the objective function 
value = -1 * su( Gfun, 1 ) ;  
X end % objectivefun 
B.?. JI-FILES FOR THE OBJECTIlPE FCYCTIOXS 
funct ion [erlangvalue] = E r l a n g k h o  , cap) 
tempprod = 1 ; 
tempsum = 1; 
if ( cap > 0 ) 
for count = 1:cap 
tempprod = tempprod * rho / count; 
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